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PRIMARY READING

CHAPTER I

The art of teaching children to read is a most important
one, and demands the greatest skill and thought of the
teacher and the active co-operation of the pupils.

RIOHT RELATIONS idElWEEN TEACHEE AND PUPILS

The co-operation of the pupils is possible only by gain-
ing their confidence. In the school-room everything is
strange to them

; they are timi(' 1 self-conscious. Their
constraint must be removed so as to give free play to
their native eagerness. This may be done by the teacher
callmg them round her and talking to them about things
they ar-i interested in-where they live, how they come to
school, who brings b,m, what pets and toys ihey have
The teacher may tell ti.tm an interesting story, show them
>ow to play some new game, introduce them to some of
the novelties of school life, use almost any device that will
lead them to forget themselves and talk freely.

DE8IBB TO BEAK

In this atmosphere of friendly confidence, it is easier
to secure the active co-operation of the pupils in the work
of learning. If they have a strong motive, they will be
keener to acquire this new skill. Such ^ motive can be
implanted in th.m by arousing a desire to read. In some
eases this may be done by connecting the idea of reading
with the things they are naturally interested in, such u

1
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toyi, (timet, tninuli, etc. In moit caaei, however, the

detira ii twtkened by itory'telling. They will learn that

booki are not merely taaki, but are a ricl< mine full of

norelty and charm, a wonderland of rare delighti which

they may poeteii for themielTea and ihare with othen.

The eiperience of Hugh Hilier in hi* echool-dayi, ai

related in iify SehooU and Schoolmatttn, illustratea the

Talue and the ligniflcance of atoriei in awakening a deaire

to read

:

DnrlBg 017 iizth jwr, I apflt mj wajr, under the dune,

tkroogh th« Shorter Cateehlam, the ProTtrba, ud the New Twta-
meiit, and th -. entered upon her hlgheit fonn u a member of

the Bible eltni but all the while the proeeee of lequlriag hnow-

ledge had been a dark one, which I ilowly maetered, in humble
eonldenee la the awful wladom of the aehool-mlatreaa, not know-

ing whither it tended, when at oaee mjr mind awoke to the

meaning of that moet deli;:htful of all narrative!, the itory of

Joaeph. Wu there erer ineh a dtieoTerjr made before! I

aetaalljr found out for mjrielf that the art of reading 1* the

art of Aadlng atorlaa in tMOka, and from that moment raadiag

beeaau oae of the moat delightful of ^j amuaementi.

The atories uaed ahould be within the experience of

the pupila and simple enough in language for their under-

standing, ahould contain action, and should, many of them,

be about children, animals, and fairies. When the pupils

hare acquired some skill in reading and writing, simple

letters written by them—to Santa Claus, for example,

and read by them to the class, will stimulate their desire

to read. To those teachers who with suggestions about

story-reproduction, Sara Cone Bryanfs How to Tell Stories

to Children is strongly recommended, both for method and
for suitable material. Browning's poem. Development,

part of which is here quoted, is also inspiring reading '>r

primary teachers

:



DEnRG TO READ

DKVILOPUCNT

lf7 FktlMr WM k Hkoltr ud kacw OrMk.

Wkm I «u <Tf jrwra old, I ukid htm onea

" Wkil do 70U nsd Kbontr
" The ego of Troy."

" Whmt i* a lUg*, ud wluit it Trojrf

"

Whereat

Bo piled Dp elMirt >nd teblei for % ton,

Sot mo t-top for ''-lun, ealled our »t
—Helen, eaticed any from home (he leid)

By wieked Ptrls, who eouehed (omewhere eloee

Under the footetool, being cowardly.

But whom—oinee ihe wae worth the paine, poor puea

—

Townr and Tray,—our dogt, thr Atreidai,- -lought

By taking Troy to get poeeeeii of

—^Alwayi when great Ai..iiiei eeaeed to tulk,

(Ify pony in the etabla)—forth would prance

And put to flight Heetoi^-our page-bo/a eelf

.

Thii taught me who wai who and what wae w' 1 ;

80 far I rightly nndentood the eaio

At flve yean old ; a huge delight it proved

And itin prOTea—^thanki to that inttnietor lago

Uy Father, who knew bc>'«r than tarn itraight

Leaming'a full flare on weak-eyed ignorance,

Or, worea yet, leave weak eyea to grow eaad-blind.

Content with darkneaa and vacuity.

It happened, two or three yeara afterward.

That—1 and playmatea playing at Troy'a Siege^

Uy Father came upon our make-believe.

" How would you like to read youraelf the tale

Properly told, of which I gave you flrit

Merely auch notion aa a boy could bear I

Pope, now, would give you the preeiae account

Of what, aomo day, by dint of aeholerahip.

You'll hear—who knows T—from Hauler's very mouth.

Learn Oreek by all means, read the ' Blind Old Man,
Sweeteat of Singera '—tupklo* which means 'blind,'

BedUtot which means 'sweetest.' Time enough I
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Try, tnyhow, to muter him some day;
ITntU when, t«ke what Mrref for lubstltnt*,

Ee«d Pope, by all means I" ^

So I ran through Pope,

Enjoyed the tale—what history so tmet
Also attaclied my Primer, duly drudged,

Grew fitter thus for what was promised next

—

The very thing itself, the actual words,

When I could turn—say, Buttmann to account.

Time passed, I ripened somewhat: one fine day,
"Cuite ready for the Iliad, nothing lessl

There's Heine, where the big books block the shelf I

Don't skip a word, thumb well the Lexicon I"

I thumbed well and skipped nowise till I learned

Who was who, what was what, from Homer's tongue,

And there an end of learning.

THE PBOBLEU

It is useful to have a clear conception of the end to be

attained. This is obtained from an analysis of the nature

of reading.

Beading has two factors: first, the recognition of the

written or printed symbols (word-recognition); second,

the interpretation of these as thought, feeling, knowledge,
action (thought interpretation). Though these are spoken
of as two distinct factors, in actual practice the separation

is often difficult to see. For example, if one hears the
word Sun, the action may follow immediately, because the
word and act have by frequent use become identified.

However, for teaching purposes, the distinction between
Word-recognition and Thought Interpretation is very
necessary.

In any act of learning, the thing to be learned must
be related to something already known by the learner.
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We need to know, then, what equipment a pupil has that

may serve as the basis of learning to read. A child who

enters school without any skill in reading acquired already

at home has a large fund of knowledge of his environment,

both of nature and of man, and a speaking vocabulary to

correspond to that knowledge and to express the child's

reactions to that environment. These two—knowledge of

environment and speaking vocabulary—are the starting-

point for teaching to read. The problem before us in

teaching to read is to add to these two a knowledge of

written or printed symbols which will be as closely related

to knowledge and speaking vocabulary as these two are to

each other ; in other words, to bring into a real and living

unity, thought, spoken word, and written or printed word.

A diagram may help to make this clear

:

The circle A represents the pupil's knowledge of his

environment made up of objects and people ; circle B repre-

sents his speaking- vocabulary. These two have become so

intimately associated that either one quickly calls up the

other—the sight of a dog calls up the word dog; the word
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dog calls up an idea of the animal gufflcient for the pupil's

present needs. This close association is indicated by the

double arrow-heads connecting A and B. The line 1—

8

separates the pupil's present 'equipment (A and B) from

the new element we seek to add, namely, the recognition

of the printed word as conveying the same meaning to

the pupil as the spoken word. This new element, circle C,

is to be brought into the same close association with A and

B (shown by the arrow-heads connecting C with A and B)

that A and B already have.

To have a knowledge of C, that is, the written word,

means that the pupil must possess the four possible mental

pictures of a word—^the visual, the auditory, the vocal,

and the graphic—acquired through seeing, hearing, speak-

ing, and writing the word. The pupil already haa two of

these for the words he is asked to learn first, namely, the

vocal and the auditory; there remain to be acquired the

visual and the graphic, which must be as closely associated

with the idea as the vocal and the auditory are already.

These four mental pictures must also be associated with

one another very closely.

WORD-RECOGNITION AND THOUGHT INTERPRETATION

While we recognize that Word-recognition and Thought

Interpretation are two distinct factors in the teaching of

reading and are to be studied along certain definite lines,

yet it is desirable to teach word-recognition without losing

sight of the element of thought, or meaning; so that the

pupil will at no time have his attention wholly iked on

word-forms, but will have the meaning, or thought, always

prominent. This will prevent the formation of the habit

of word-saying, which is so hard to cure if once allowed
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to exist. The chief means of accomplishing this is to

choose only material that is interesting to the pupilb be-

cause it has a story to tell and is expressed in words already

familiar to them in meaning and in speech.

UETHODS WITH BEOINNEBS

In describing the different methods of teaching

primary reading, it is scarcely necessary to say that, in

any method, the element of interest is the most important,

whether that interest is in the material itself or is imparted

to it by the personality of the teacher. With this element

of interest, any method will give results.

The possible units of speech for teaching reading are

letters (names and sounds), syllables, words, phrases, and

sentences. The three units usually taken as the starting-

point for reading are letters (sounds), words, and sen-

tences. The Alphabetic, or A-B-C, Method, and the

Syllabic Method are practically extinct.

THE SENTENCE METHOD

The Sentence Method begins with the sentence pre-

sented as a whole and afterwards analysed into words.

Such sentences are chosen as possess interesting material

and introduce few new words. The chief aim is to de-

velop in the pupil from the first the habit of reading for

the thought; and the sentence is the smallest unit of lan-

guage expressing a complete thought. The power to

recognize words comes from seeing them repeated fre-

quently in different relations.

THE WOBD METHOD

The Word Method begins with the written or printed

word given as a whole and recognized as a whole. The
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recdls the other immediately. As soon ., possible the

rtZ'""'''' 't
""**"•='''' *" introdu^ the pup-to reading proper. Many words are in themselves sen-

^<a„i, iJ„„, jtf„„ft, ,tc. Such words should, when taught:be written as sentences.
^""gni*

THE PHONIC HBTHOD

Thl'^lrJ'S-" J^f"*^
^«'°^ ^'*'' *" J««er-sounds.

are taught directly, without reference to words thronX™.tat,on of the sounds given by the teacher ThL^^
?h t whTf "•?

*''^-
V-P-«- 'y'nbols. or letters, sthat when a pupil sees these letters in a word, he is ableto coml^ne the sounds they represent and to' pronoun!the word. The chief objects of this method are wor^-

recognition anu distinct enunciation.

METHOD OP THIS MANUAL
This Manual develops the Combination Method In

andt' ''V'\'^°'"''"''*'''"
''''^'^^' -^d-recoiition

TSJT "'^'*8'"""'«- The image or idea sug-
gested by the word is taken as the starting-point, and theinteres thus awakened is used ir Vaching'the w^WomConcrete material, pictures, action, nursery rhymes pEanalysis, incidental exercises, all are valuable a^ds ^'teaT

Jthe*S *° T^" ^°''^- « « -~ded httail he words in the Primer before page 11 be taught

phonics in the order suggested on each page. As soon as
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the phonics have been developed as far as page 16, the

pupils may be taught in the succeeding lessons to recognize

words either by phonics or as sight words, according to the

nature of the words.

The Combination Method will be considered in detail

under the headings: Word-recognition (Knowledge of

Symbols), and Thought Interpretation or Beading. It is

important for the teacher to bear in mind that class exer-

cises in recognition of symbols (phonic and word teach-

ing), and class exercises in thought interpretation (reading

proper), are distinct and separate exercises and should be

taken at different periods in the day or as distinct parts

of a lesson.

CHAPTER II

WOr.D-RECOGXITION

OENEBAL STATEMENT

There are four outstanding methods of teaching word-

recognition. They are: 1. The Sentence Method (includ-

ing the Nursery Rhyme Method) ; 2. The Word Method
(including the Action Word Method) ; 3. The Object, or

Picture, Method; 4. The Phonic Method. These will

be described at some length.

It may be noted here that the first three of these

methods—Sentence, Word, and Object Methods—differ

from the Phonic Method in the manner of recalling the

idea, or meaning, and associating it with the written

symbols ; but there is no difference in the way of enabling

the class to get the visual and graphic images of the new
word.
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THE SENTENCE METHOD

The pupils may be taught to recognize individual worda
or groups of words, when these are used in sentences in

which the thought and spoken words are familiar to them.
The chief sources of this material are the pupils' own
sentences and stories with which they are acquainl^d, such
as Nursery Rhymes or simple stories. Examples are given

below.

TO TEACH A PHBA8E—" I SEE "

We want to teach the pupils to recognize the phrase

"I see," using their own sentences. The teacher asks

several pupils to mention something they see in the roon
As each sentence is given, the teacher writes it on the

black-board. The sentences appear as follows

:

1. I see the desk.

2. I see a book.

3. I see a picture.

4. I see the door.

The pupils may then be asked to say their own sen-

tences as the teacher points to them. This they can do,

because they remember the order in which they were
given. The teacher then asks: "What words did each
one say first?" " I see." The teacher has the pupils look

at the sentences on the black-board to discover what parts

look the same. They may come to the board and point

out or underline the similar parts as follows:

1. / see the desk.

2. I see a book.

3.' I see a picture.

i. I se the door.
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Each pupil namea the part as he points it out. The

pupili also write it from the teacher's model. Then the

teacher writes I let by itself, to isolate it. It may then

be combined with words they have already learned:

/ see a hoy, I see Tom, etc. It may also be used in

various places in other sentences, for the pupils to find

and name. The pupils may be asked to write the new

phrase, in order to become better acquainted with the

form. They should also say it each time it is written

or recognized.

There are several variations of this plan, but the main

thing is that the pupils discover the phrase for themselves.

Similarly, other common and very useful phrases may

be taught at an early stage, such as, I can. He has. Do you.

It is. Can you, (see Primer, page' 10). Phrases such as

these make it possible to have real black-board reading very

early.

INTEBR00ATITB8 AND FBONODNB

Such words as interrogatives and pronouns, which

have no very definite or concrete content, are easily taught

from sentences.

Example 1 : To teach an interrogative—" Where "

A game is arranged in which one member of the class

hides a pencil, (the word pencil is known to the class,)

while the members of the class turn their backs or close

their eyes. The pupil who has hidden the pencil says,

" Where is the pencil, Mary ?" If Mary guesses correctly,

the two change places. If not, the leader says, " Where is

the pencil, Tom?"
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L«ter, the teaoher becomes Iftader, and, after hiding
the pencil, wy,, "Now I ,hall make the diallc ..k the
question."

She writes. Where is the pencil. Tomt Pointing to
the words with a sweep of the pointer, she says them aloud.
Thus the game proceeds.

Soon the pupils who know "pencil" and their own
names will know the word "Where." This word may
then be written apart and treated as in the Word Method.

Kxample 2 : To teach a pronoun—" This "

1. The teacher places several objects on the table, and
the pupils come and tell what each is; for example, " This
IS a bell," " This is a cap," etc. She writes the sentences
on the board as they are given. The pupils see that the
first word in each sentence is This. This point may be
empha-ized as in the lesson "I see" (page 10 of this
Manual). The teacher asks for original sentences con-
taming "This." She writes other sentences made up ofrA« and words that have been taught, and the pupils
read them. In case a sentence is used in which this is not
the first word, it should be explained that the form with
the capital letter is used only at the beginning of a
sentence. e v- •

8. A number of name-words, such as, hat, cup, mat,
have been taught. The teacher draws on the black-board
a hat and writes beneath it, This is a hat. She draws s
cup and writes beneath it. This is a cup, etc.

WORDS FROM NUBSEHT BHTMES
Children love nursery rhymes. ' They seem never to

tire of listening to old ones, and they are always eager to
hear new ones. This intense interest may be used to
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teach recognition ol certain words and phrases. It must
be understood that this is only word-recognUion. not
reading.

Example 1

Two little blackbirdi

Sat upon a hill.

One was named Jack,

The other named Jill.

Ply a-ray, Jack I

Ply away, Jill I

Come back, Jack!

Come back, Jill!

If all the pupils do not know this, it must be taught,
either by mere repetition—which is the way in which
most nursery rhymes are learned—or as a memory gem
is taught.

Concrete Material: The teacher should show, or, bet-
ter still, draw, a suitable picture, before presenting the
rhyme.

Oral Learning: She should have the pupils memorize
the rhyme by ear and repeat it aloud.

Presentation of Written Form: She should write the
rhyme clearly on the black-board and have the pupilg
repeat it again and again, as she draws the pointer along
the words.

Recognition of Written Form: Some of the written
forms will soon be recognized. Pupils may be asked to
find in the rhyme words or phrases that arc alike; for
example, Two little hlacUirds. Jack, JiXl, Fly away. Come
lack. One pupil may give a line or a phrase, and another
may offer to find it in the rhyme.
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When word, or phram are thu. recogniied, ther ihonld
be Lolited, the teacher writing them apart on the black-
board for word drill. The pupil. al«. write the new
word, and name them each time they are written or
recognized.

Un of Words Taught: The teacher may now form
new reading Icon, on the black-board from the words
or phrases learned.

She may also arrange a game in which Jack and Jill
are changed to Nell and Will, the name, of two pupil, in
the class. At t<ie words, " Fly away, Will," Will will run
to a certain place; at the words, "Come back. Will," he
will retnm to hi. place.

A black-board reading lesson may be made a. follow.:

Jack wa. a blackbird.

Jack sat upon a hill.

Jack can fly away.

Jack can come back,

etc., etc.

Example i

Ding dong bell

!

The cat is in the well.
' Who put her in?

Long Tom Thin.

Who took her out?

Short John Stout.

If the pupil, do not know this rhyme, it may be taught
by the teacher constructing a story into which the rhyme
can be fitted and repeated often in different connections
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Prtpamlion: One morning the children woke vp and
heard bell ringing. It aeemed to be uying:

Ding dong bell I

The ctt it in the well.

" Snrely it itn't our cat," aaid John.

Ding dong bell I

The cat it in the well,

rang the bell again.

" Let tu go and tee," said the children. " Who could

have put her in the well ?"

Now the bell said:

Ding dong bell

!

The cat is in the well.

Who put her in?

Long Tom Thin.

All the time that the children were running down-
stairs and out into the yard, the bell kept on saying

:

Ding dong l)ell 1

The cat is in the well.

Who put her in?

Long Tom Thin.

John was the iirst to get to the well, and he soon had

poor pussy out safe. As the others ran up, the bell wai
saying:

Ding dong bell I

The cat is iu the well.

Who put her in?

Long Tom Thin.

Who took her out?

Short John Stout.
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li
:

John looked up and Jtughed. " Do you hear what tht
bell II wymg to me P" he Mid.

"Lutenf

DingdongbeUI tie.

Then, u the children took pn.iy aw.y to the honie

the*bln*' '

^"^ '" ^"""^ '° "'' "« *•"• ''"'8 °'

Ding dong bell

!

The cat ia in the well,

etc., etc.

Memoruing: The pupil, .honld now memoriae the
rhyme, line by line, or in larger units if powible. repe.t-mg ,t after the teacher aa in the caae of . memory g^m.The pupila muathave the rhyme thoroughly learned before
any part of it ia put on the black-board, becauae every-
tfiing depends on the correct memorization of the rhyme.For example, if a pupil has learned, Who "pulled" her
out, and the teacher writes. Who "tooh" her out, hj will
call '..t,K,k'. "pulled;" and thereafter both word, wnit
harder to learn. The only thing for the teacher to do

'»* a "" " to make no attempt at all to teach ei< -erword, but to wpit till a wider acquaintance with phonic
will prevent any mistaking of ,^e word for the other.

Th, WriUen Form Presented: The teacher write, therhyme on the blacK-board, wying it aloud as she does ao,
with proper expression. When she comes to one of the
words selected for teaching, she may write or underiine
the word witn coloured chalk. Two line, of the rhymewUl be enough for one leswn with ttie average class. The
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teacher in«y now read it again, making a tweep with hand

or cliallt under each word a> «ho pronouncei it.

Ding - dong - hell!

Tht eat-i$ in - tht well.

When pointing to the cat and the veil ihe maltM two

weepi, but quickly together, to get the proper expreuion.

Xext, tlie teacher may have the clan r peat the rhyme

with her, aa she points to each word as beiore. Then the

pupiU may point with the teacher, as all repeat together.

Thi» helps to concentrate attention. Next, the teacher

may point, and the claw repeat alone, the teacher (topping

at words which are marked, and saying, "What is this

word?" By the time this has been done once or twice,

the class should be ready to find the words called for.

Word Discovery: Tho teacher asks, "Who An find

the hellt Who can find the cat?" etc. If a papil fails

to find the word, the teacher may help him by having

him repeat the rhyme from the beginning; as she points

to the words, she stops at the one which he failed to find.

The teacher must never tell a pupil the word; he must

find it for himself by repeating the rhyme from the

beginning, if necessary. When the pupils can find the

required words readily, a list of them may be made on

the black-board, and drill may be given in various ways,

Rs in teaching other sight words.

The rhyme Aonld be kept on the black-board or on

a chart, where all the class may see and refer to it when

necessary. For drill the pupils should be given cards

containing words taught from the rhyme, and they should

come, one by one, to the black-board and match tht cards

with the proper words, saying the words at the same time.
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«»;« on the whole rhvwefolln;? '''""'•' ^ *ho™"«h

sranuBT

2- Presentation of the writ* ^
""ay as«K>i.te the meaning ^fh^tf'"' -^ *""' *''« ?»?""

3. Selection of certain 3 ^ """*" ''"'ds

wpply^of'^Llfi^fr*.^'" '°">'-»h an abundant

0' the busy teacher, a few rhvm
' *''* convenience

«« Men.0^ Gen,s inm^S "" '"'"' """^ -""

CHAPTEB HI

^OBD-REcOGNITlOJf

There
^^ ''°''° "^™°°

^>- the7npt,:S::;^^^^^^^^ viWd meaning
"ords are names of objects v.H,^> themselves. Such

;-!
showing qualitiei?;:2: T^'l"' "«"»• '^

-btain good concrete materSt ' °" ^'"* « « eas/ to
»ft interesting. When ^11^* ^'^ '•'^' » -ean

Pnp'ls are interested in the
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idea or object, and when they can use the words in speak-

ing, they are readily made acquainted with the written

or printed words as whole words, as they do not yet know
any of the phonic elements in the words.

First Words to Teach

The first words to teach are those with which the

pupils are already familiar in meaning and in speech.

(See Diagram, page 5.)

Names of common objects in the room or those that

are familiar to the pupils, names of parts of the room,

names of parts of the body or dress, words suggesting

actions that can be performed in the school-room, are

snvue that may be taught easily. These words should also

include a number of phonetic words that may be used for

future phonic analysis and pave the way for the Phonic

Method. Many of these words are in the Primer. Words
such as, on, at, in, is, by, to, and from, need no special

teaching; it is sufficient to tell the class what they are

when they are met with.

How TO Teach First Words

1. PREPARATORY STEP—TO RECALL THE IDEA

AND CREATE INTEREST

Having chosen a word with which the pupils are

familiar in meaning and in speech (see Diagram, page 5,

A and B), the teacher gets them to talk about it, so as

to arouse their interest and give them a motive for learn-

ing more about the word.

Let the word be " top." Show a top, draw a top, let

a boy spin a top, let the pupils talk about their tops until

their interest in tops is sufficiently aroused. Then the
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teacher may seize the moment of irreatMt int.™.* 4. v
them how thp ni,.?i, ll

greatest mterest to show

If the word is one like « little " n,. «,-.j » iv
material wJll K u- .

red," the concrete

^em tell of thmgs they possess that are little or red

forms. " *''* =o"esponding word-

2. THE WBITTEK ,0H«-.. .pp,,, „„„,,„ ^^^ ^^^

the chalk says the word It; ^^V'T" *'"' *^"> ^ow

very plainly^ in'^he" ,,^, I^^^";,':"' •?• '' "^''
places on the board-„n hCl

'7*"' '"'te^ it in several

the left-and t" s tTe S'o Tetitirrf' Kassociation of the wnrH wif),
^"^ jy"t"ig, to prevent

-•ting. with*T:rrc rihrart"^''"^
°'

itself, nse both capita! and period Soth. f't,"
^OP or ... „. small letters^'andtriorTrtw
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should be careful to use always the same form of those

letters that may be written in more than one way, such

as I, e, h, p. q. r, s, x—preferably the form that will bo

used afterwards in the writing lesson. She should also

distinguish sharply letters that, if written carelessly, may

be confused by the children, such as b and /, a and o. o«

and oio, n and it.

3. THE WORD WRITTEN BT THE PUPILS—AX APPEAL

THBOCOH THE IIANO

The class should always get the four images of a

word-through ear, voice, eye, and hand. They should

hear, speak, see, and write the new word. They have

already had the image through the eye, ear, and voice;

they should now get the image through the hand, by

writing the word.

In the first few lessons, the pupils may, instead of

writing the word, trace it in the air. As the teacher writes

the word on the board, she may draw attention to the

characteristics of the letters, to aid the pupils in analysing

the new form more readily. With B in the word Run, for

example, point out how the chalk comes down, then up

high, then round till it touches the first line, and then

adds a tail. The u and the n should also be described.

As the teacher writes and describes, the pupils imitate

in the air her motions. This is more necessary at first,

and may gradually be dropped as the pupils become accus-

tomed to writing words on the board. As many of the

class as possible should come to the board and write the

word from the teacher's model. Backward pupils may

trace over the teacher's word, or the teacher may, at first,

actually guide *e pupil's hand.
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The Montessori plan of having letters cut from sandpaper and jo.ned together to form the word, may m smaU

':::ror.^''
'-'''''''''''-- °^^-^^^^^^^

The chief purpose, especially in the first months ofhavmg ti.-e pupils write the word, is to aid Lw^rdrecogn, ,0., to impress the form of the word Ty Theteffort, however imperfect, to make it. This implies thitthe,r writing should not at first be from memory whth

board. If there is black-board space availahip ),.! T
PUP..S write on the board withC fr^^'t^'eS toprevent the habit of finger writing, which is the cause ol

^itZ th

'°"''

':

""""'"''• ^"^ «-« t-^e
"-"

written, the pupil names it.

4. DBUL AND TBSTINO

Pour devices for this are suggested here.

threilto?*,*' 'r"
'"''" '""^ "^^ ^"'^ ^tt«n onthree or four dips of paper; have also other words, both

Zd \ 1.'^."""'' ^"P^- ^° *"« «-' lesson fte*words should be dissimilar in form; in later lessons mo"Ue he new word. Mix these slips and expose them oneat a time for recognition. The pupils who recogn^ t^enew word should raise their hands. During S te^tthe mode may be left on the board or not, -afcord nftothe pupils' progress.
«»-uing »

a, i?!/"'" i"^'
"''^ '""^' ™°°^ '"''" ''"ds chosenas m the preceding test, several times on the board Tthe pupils find it, it may be erased.

(c) \rrite on the board sentences containing the wordm different places in the sentence-near the teginnTng,
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in the middle, near the end-and let the pupils pick ont

the new word only, for example : A red cap h on his head;

I saw a red dog on the street; Last night the sun looked

red. This will help to test their recognition of red. It

is in sentence* that they will need to recognize words,

and this device is good practice for it.

(d) Let the pupils bring or touch objects, the names

of which have been written on the board. Let them per-

form actions- suggested by written sentences, for example:

Sit; Stand; March; Forward; DismUs; etc. Their in-

terest in doing things is thus employed as a test of their

power to recognize words.

Note.—For Aeiieet for scat work with new wordi, »ee

Chapter VIII—Beat Work Devices.

It may be noted that it is often as easy to teach two

words in a sentence as it is to teach one, if they are closely

related in meaning-head and feet, ball and bat, winter

and summer, bud and blossom.

The new words should be put on the board as they

are taught and left there for some days. They should be

put where they can be seen easily and constantly, so that

the pupils may daily become more familiar with them.

In the case of a name-word, some teachers draw the pic-

ture of the object fith the name under it.

BtTUMABT

1. Becall the idea and arouse the interest by using,

where possible, concrete material.

8. The teacher writes the word and associates it with

the spoken word and the meaning.

3. The pupils write the word from the teacher's model.
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« appearance:
1 t t is

1^"'?" '^ "•"*•' <l"ff««nt

•i«nilaP to the new word'
**'' " '^"^ "" "l^te

TEACHIKO ^K ACTION WOHWho^-

kind of concrete naaterial Jed^d f„ ,

°"'^ "" ">^

wvenng the meaning. Instead „/
* ''"^ °' «'«•

the idea, something active t„sed^*.u°
"'''''' *° ^'=''"

hops. She says, «R„n to the doo;.-ll !"',,"'
V"P"

Ban tothemarl£-".n,1 th 7 «op to the desk;"

2. Wien interest k ! f'
*'" P«^°™«1-

challccantallc tet' VT"^' *''* ^""^^ ^»y«. "The
The teacher^": rsa'To?:T *^" "' '^^^^ *° ^^'
"Willie, we need yZrZlp WiutT ''" "" '*'"''

aaysr The pupifs watch whilh;! t^""''
'""^ *»>k

on the board with a capital 1/1 ^^'J'"'^"'
'"'^s Bun.

teacher leaves i?«l on he J?''-
^""e runs. The

another place M^il i. L!.
"^ """^ ^"t«« «»»• in

Written s'eveTal «mer a^^d tT ?•"' ''^'""- ^«»-
'"

»ome one in the chsU L '
f'*

" P^''°"°«''- Soon
he;eady to Join iZl^^rZ ZT"' '1 '""°" """^

and the game continues nntn .7,!
^"P" " «^™»ed.

the form fl„„. ^i,:Z Son 'tr"T"^ '»--*»
"lent reading. ' ^^'^ " the first step in
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3. The teacher points to Bi .. and asks the pupil what

it says. He answers aloud, " Bun." This is repeated jis

often as the teacher writes or points to Bun. This is the

first step in oral reading.

4. At this point the teacher may write Jump, and ask

a pupil to perform the act. He may, by mistake, run.

The teacher says, " The chalk sometimes plays tricks, and

it tricked you this time." Then, pointing to Jump, she

tells the class that it says " Jump," and asks, " What word

says Run? Do they look alike?" Thus the form Run

is impressed. A pupil may be asked to rub ofl the word

that does not say Run.

6. The pupil may now be asked to write Run.

This first "action-lesson" should be short and may

be repeated two or three times during the first day, or

it may be taken in sections at different periods of the day.

In using this method care must be taken to use only

action words that cannot be misunderstood. For example,

if the teacher writes Rise on the black-board, and a pupil

who knows the word rises, the others may call it Stand,

Stand up, or Get up. In such a case, the pupil who

performs the act may be asked to say the word that is

written on the board.

OBJECT, OR PICTURE, METHOD

Many words may be learned by the pupils without any

direct teaching, by hpving on the walls pictures of common,

interesting objects, with their names on them in letters

large enough to be seen easily from any part of the room.

It is astonishing how quickly the visible names will be

learned. A similar device is to fasten name-cards to
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Object* in the room. After « nrhii iu
removed, shaken up and len f Ik

"* ""'' "^^ ^
back.

^' " ^''*° *° tJ-e pupil* to be pat

pupSraVrth^.^tiini^-^^fi''''
"'f'^'

*"-**•
or picture. For examr ^ ? """' *'' *'"* °^i^i.

'naybeusedto;^^vTril'L'''f'^'''''° I""^"" Chie

-an. The te.cL mu tTT/reVfT '""""' '"'•«''•

tbe^ord«I„dian"rothepirrl i ^^'? ''"' """=''"

0^ Indian, and not of J';lAl^^t^l^l'
"' ^-'"'^'"'^

an example, a class hadSd1 "V'"' 'f"''"*-
^'

correctly eight (8) of thl
^istrngnish and name

was made to dislo er h t^Xth"'''"';
''''*° " *«''

ate the written names li^hthL T''"
"'"'•' "»'""

were written in f.irTy la^J 1,^
'"''""'• '^^' "-""^

the whole class, and' ZhSt Z^'^ V"'" *"

cards. Thev were left ^ .1! u ,
respective colour

the class began wSk^n n V *'* *"*""'"' "'

one-half minutes, ^e wniten
'"''*"'' '" "^^ »»''

and distributed to eiSt 8 T """^ *''*" '^«*''=''«''

hold them under thefroi i^"" '
'''"' ^"' "'^ed to

'hree
(3) .uecrsi;:^^^ ^^ ^J'l^ '^*''

-red, white and bine- tLv K^ ^ °' ^''^ "ames
words. Not a Igl! mlt le

""^ '^""^^ "« »«"-
thing is that «-J<f waT the irr "*/'' '"' *'«' ^"'-''
time, possibly because"f ^ 7v M

'^ ^'"^^ ^"^
tent, rather than from anv%f« l^'^"*'' '" the con-

word.
"° ""^ ^"ffi^ulty in the form of the
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CHAPTER IV

WORD-RECOGNITION

THE BELATION OP PHONICS TO BEADINO

The methods of word-recognition discBSsed so far

have dealt with words, phrases, and sentences as wholes.

Obviously it is impossible to teach all the words in the

language in this way, although there are a great many

unphonetic words that will have to be learned as wholcb

or as sight-words.

When we begin a child's training in reading by giving

him knowledge of written words as whole words, we are

aiming at giving him a certain attitude to written

language, which will direct his attention more thoroughly

to words as conveyers of meaning rather than to words

as composed of certain sounds. This attitude will prevent

reading becoming mere woi'l-saying.

We also wish to put the pupil into a position where

he will be able to do real reading in a very short time-

usually a few weeks. Heal reading means reading for the

content of the words-for the stories the pupil can find

in words. Hugh Miller's definition of the ari; of readmg

as "the art of finding stories in books" is one that ap-

peals most b.rongly to children; it is rith the idea of

satisfying and at the same time strengthening this desire

on their pari; that we should enable them, as early as

possible, to find these stories and concentrate on the mean-

ing rather than on the T7ords.

In order, however, to increase the pupils' power of

word-recognition and to make them self-dependent, it is

necessary to acquaint them with the sound-values of the
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letter. .„d .yll.ble, by a method that will make them th.d.«»verer. of th.«, «,«nd. them«>Ive.. Every .ound th«
learned .nerea^, their power of word-recognHion, and th"combination, will become «, familiar that the ittentonen be given wholly to the thought they repreLt

PHONIC ANALT8I8 AND PHONIC 8TNTHE8IB

two lme»-PA<m.c Analysis and Phonic Synthesis k
phonic analy... i. „,eant the analy.i, of wofd. into tbSelementary «,nnd, and the associating of these s'^

the coSi .".r^*-
By phonic synthesis i.r''

iewTr s?tb / .r""':
''''''''' 'y *" '***«" i» •

pupil. Thi. power of phonic synthesis is the valuablepart of the study of phonics, because of the powerTt riy«or discovering new words.
^

Pno.vic. ANAtTsrs

Vnn!!'' ^'n'^VJ P^''"'"' '' **''«" i" t"" parts, usually

wo2i.f /J "
"""y"' '" *" """'y^'' of spokenwords into their component sounds. Written phonTan"

Sa /tr""'™ w-'""*""
"""'' '"*" their cor;.."

"rittn svmi'Tf"k
"' *'"" "'™^' ''*" "•-'—'written symbols. Oral phonic analysis come, first.

OBAL PHONIC ANALYSIS

To the ears of children the words they use, at leastthe monosyllabic words, appear as one sound. The flstep IS to show them that these have usually two o/mte
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loaodi. The only way of doing thii ii by tho twchw

pronouncing • word more and more slowlj, until the

lounda in the word are practically iiolated from one

another. The pupiU do the umt thing, until they can

hear the separate soundi from their own pronunciation.

Thi« ear and voice Irill, as it is often called, paves the way

for written phonic analysis; it is also excellent training

for the Tocal organs and improves enunciation. With a

. # weeks of this training, which may begin in the flrit

days at school, the phonics will be mastered very rapidly.

t first there should be a few minutes devoted to thii

I se every day. The time may be gradually lessened

a. ...e pupils become skilled, and the practice may be given

incidentally. When a set time is used, it should, as far as

possible, be kept separate (either in different lessons or

a separate part of one lesson) from the reading lesson

proper. Phonic analysis, phonic drill, and the teaching

of new sight-words should always be kept strictly separate

from the reading lesson.

HOW TO CONDUCT BAB ANT VOICE DBIIL

1. The teacher should begin with a word containing

sounds easily made separately, for example, man. The

teacher says slowly, m-an, and individual pupils say,

m - an. She says slowly other words, as r - an and f - an,

etc., and the pupils imitate her.

2. In the next step, she divides the word by slow pro-

nunciation into three sounds, m-a-n. The other words

given above are treated similarly.

3. The teacher may continue this with other words,

introducing more difficult sounds as the pupils advance.

Particular af- Jtion should be paid to the initial and final
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Mund., u t)ie« u.u.lly give the greatest Ironbl.. P„pi|,who have difficulty with cerUin «,and. .hould b. .hownhow to adja.t their vocl organ, to prodnde the corrwit
OQnd.

i.D»vicutovargthtex,rrUei: The pupil.' name, ma,
I* n.ed. A. children are very much intere.ted in their

zzT,r:z'
'""• "

""' "^ ^""""•'- ™'> ^ *»"»

Name, of their pet., and action word, ,uch a, run.
ftc, may be uwd with advantage.

Pnpil. may be a.ked to give word, that rhyme with
« certam word choren by the teacher or by one of the
pupils Suppow the word U " man ;" the pupils may give
ran. can, pan. etc.. or a pnpil may be called out and an-

"rn*^- !1"A5' ". *'"°'''"«f »' ' 'O^d that rhymes with
run and the other, gues. sun. bun, etc.. till one give,

the nght word, fun.

They may be asked to give words that begin o. end
with a given consonantal round.

8. Aid* to ear and voice culture: Some of the impor-
tant aid. are .inging, reciting nursery rhymes and memory
gems reproducing .torie., and listening to good reading
by the teacher. From the «,ngs and rhymes the pupil,
get variety of tone and a «!n.e of .ythm that will colour
their fpeech ever afterwards. The teacher's reading will
"upply them with a standard of excellence.

WHITTBN PHONIC AKALTSI8

1. Whtnio begin: After the pupil, have acquired a
certem number of words and rontence, and have had agood deal of ear and voice drill, the class i, ready for
wntten phonics. The sounds may be developed from oneword or from several. The first sounds may be developed
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from three or four words, but afterwards, wlicn the pupil*

have become accustomed to the analysis, it is enough to

use a single word.

S. Order of prettnting loundi: The order in which

the sounds should be taught is by no means a fixed one,

and teachers should use their own judgment; the order

indicated in the Primer \» merely suggested as a good

one. It aims first at teaching the sounds easy to prc-

nounce by themselves and those whirh are met with most

frequently, and which will, therefore, be of most use to

the pupil.

Phonic analysis, both oral and written, is not to be

confined to isolating letters only; but the commonest

syllables and combinations should be made familiar also,

so thkt the pupil will learn to recognize the larger units.

It is upon the power to recbgnize and interpret the larger

units that the ability to read chiefly depends. The pupil

should, therefore, be trained to know quicklv, not only

letters, but syllables, words, phrases, and clauses. The

following syllables may be taught from the early page*

of the Primer:

ill ame ay ed

op an etf ock

ack ig old all

et ot and ut

These phonograms may be taught in the same manner

as the single letter sounds.

now TO CONDUCT A LESSON— M

There are two ways of conducting a lesson in written

phonic analysis:
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1. To discover a phonic element common to leveral
toords:

(a) The necessary conditions for this are that the
class has already learned as wholes the words, man, mat,
my, (snch words are usually known as hey words,) and
has also had a certain amount of ear and voice drill.

(J) The oral phonic analysis of these words is the
first step. Have the class pronounce the words slowly,
with and without the teacher's help, until they can recog-
nize and isolate the first sound in the words—"m" (see
page 29 of this Manual).

The teacher will now pronounce other words contain-
ing the "m" sound, to see if the class can recognize it.

The pupils are now asked to give words containing
the " m " sound.

This part of the lesson is wholly oral.

(c) The words are now written on the board in the
usual way. in a column. Have the pupils look at them
carefully, to discover that the first character or letter in
each is the same, namely, m.

(d) The words are written so as to separate the m
somewhat

—

TO -an

m-at
m-y

(e) Have the class recall the first sound they have
isolated by oral analysis. They see that the first character
is m. They will associate the sound and the character.

(/) Isolate the character m and call for its souno.
Let the pupils now write m and give the sound.
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(g) The necessar; dud may he given in various ways.

The usual way is ti write oiher <ords containing m in

different positions ii' t\a words; the pupils point it out

and give the sound. ^For uilicr ways see Chapter VIII

—

Class Work Devices.)

8. To discover a phonic element from one word: ch

from " chin "

:

(a) The necessary conditions are that the class will

have learned " chin " as a whole word and will know all

the sounds in it except the one to be learned.

(b) Review the word and the known sounds, both

orally and on the board.

(c) Have oral analysis of " chin " by slow pronuncia-

tion into ch - in or ch-i-n.

(d) Have the class give, first, the sounds they already

know; second, the new sound at the beginning. They

may whisper it to the teacher, and as many as possible

should say it aloud.

(e) Give practice with the new sound, by saying it

among other sounds, either by themselves or combined in

words; the pupils raise their hands when they hear it.

The class may be asked to give words containing the

new sound.

(/) The word is now separated on the board into two

parts

—

ch-in. The class may be asked to point out the

familiar parts and give their sounds. They can now point

out the new character and give its sound. The new char-

acter is now isolated, by being written alone by teacher

and pupiU.
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w

iff) Give a drill on the new character, by having the

SeTt:r
'™- "''" -'"-'-' "-"" '» '-.

Have the class find the new character in written wordsBvery time it is found, it should be sounded.

,,J'
^

""T"''!""
"^ '*" ^"'''"""^ "•«"""'• sometimes

used, presents the problem to the class in a different way.

The pupils are brought to the board. The teacher re-views the words, shop, top. cost, ten, that con-
tain the sounds she intends to use in teaching. She
coinbines these words into.a story of a boy who "Went
to the shop to buy a new top. The top cost ten cents"As the story progresses, the class is given time to write
the reviewed words.

The^ teacher continues the story, introducing a new
word. It was a humming-top, and it was made of tin."
L^t the class try to write tin. They know the character ifor the first sound and „ for the last, but have nothing
for the second sound. The pupils are now asked in turn
to say the word slowly, while the teacher marks off the
sounds as they are made, by touching her finger tips.What '3 the new sound? The pupils then isolate the
sound of "1." Drill is given on oral analysis of simple
words containing " i." The teacher sounds slowly a num-ber of words-hp, mill, miss, ship, spin. The pupils tell
in each case what word she has said. She then asks the
class to sound slowly, sip, sit. pin, etc. Let the pupils
suggest words with this sound.

Words that the pupils can recognize as whole words
and W'h.ch contain "i" may then be put on the board.
BO that the pupils may pick out the new character. Words
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should be selected in which the other letters are known
to the class. Plenty of drill may be given here.

The next step is to have the new character written by

itself. Some pupils will ask to be allowed to write it on

the board. Then each one should write it several times.

The usual drill is now given.

Phonic Synthesis

Phonic analysis to discover the sounds must, to be

useful, be followed by phonic synthesis, in order that the

pupils may learn to apply their knowledge of phonic

values to the recognition of new words.

I. TO SYNTHESIZE A LETTER (SOUND) AND A SYLLABLE

If the first step in phonic analysis has been to divide

a known word into a letter (sound) and a syllable, the

first step in phonic synthesis should be to combine a

letter (sound) and a syllable to form a word. The
teacher writes on the black-board S (»), r, m, am, u», at,

and the pupils individually, in a whisper or aloud, give

the sounds. This is a preparatory review.

The teacher writes am, and it is sounded as before;

then she writes S before am, thus

—

Sam. As this is a

known word, its pronunciation should at once be given.

She writes am again, then writes r before it, thus

—

ram,

and asks what the word is. If the pupils have difficulty,

she will cover am and have r sounded and cover r and

have am sounded. The pupils will have little difficulty

in forming the word "ram."

The teacher places s and r before un, making sun and

run, and the pupils synthesize as before and recognize

these words. Next, they will have placed before them as

problems, at, sat, rat.
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The black-board should, at the clow of this lessonappear about as follows:
'

S
am
Sam
ram

I

un

sun

run

r

Mi

tat

rat

2. TO SYNTHESIZE SINOIH 80nND8-8, A, P
The teacher writes on the black-board the letter a ,ndhas each pupil sound it in a whisper to her, so as to ensure

«vt:'ed
""''*• '™""'^ ''' '-''"'' ^ --^ "

- "";;

80 tS n'"^" °r ^"''" " '"'^ ^ °° t''" Wack-board.o that p eon>es after a and at a little distance from it

n \ \, J ^"P'' " "'^"^ '° whisper again the twoounds blending them slowly, then more rfpidiv Seteacher joms the two letters on the black-board as a,., and

the l!? rf ^ '""""'^""'- "^^ *«-her wrUesthe letter , m front of ap as ,-ap and has each pupil whisper Wending the sounds together as closely a7p s^until they are united to form one syllable

and the pup.l again whispers each part carefully, but ^
rz-ir-Tt' " T *°r'^"^

*^ -nds^'into «::word sap. If the oral and written phonics have been

wnfrwS' ''' ^"^" ^^" ^^-« «"^^ ^"«-'^
^"

When the pupil recognizes the word sap, thf- teacher

«rth *^" '°°'*'''"' """"^ =''^' *° se^'if
«. "

:

replies that will J .v *
^° ""^ «** '"P^' ^" ««"*replies that will show the eitont of his knowledge. Where
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this knowledge is lacking, it must bo supplied by the

teacher, or a word the pupil knows the meaning of should

be used. The pupil may be asked to tell a story about sap.

If time permits the teacher may write short stories on

the black-board for oral reading, such as:

The boy alps the sap. The man sees the sap. I sea

the sap run, etc.

Note.—In vords where the £ib1 consonant may be separated

easily from the rest of the word, as in " sash," the order of com-
bining the sounds may be changed, so as to begin writing them
in the order in which the letters occur, for example, i-a-$h, aaih.

SYSTEMATIC PHONIC DRILL

Phonic drill should be given daily and systematically

along the two lines of analysis and synthesis. It should

be kept apart from reading.

The phonic cards and chart described in Chapter VII
will make the phonic drill much easier for botli teacher

and pupil, as these will afford a record of work accom-
plished by the class. In fact, it is difBeult to have drill

in phonic synthesis without soms device like the Phonic
Chart referred to above.

To test the skill of the pupils in phonic synthesis after

a phonic drill, write sentences containing words that they

can recognize only by phonic synth' is.

HOW TO OET THE COBRECT SOUNDS

In teaching phonics the teacher should be very careful

to get the correct sounds herself. The sounds of, b, d,

g, t, k, p, are sometimes taught as, huh, duh, guh, tuh,

kuh, pull. These, of course', are quite incorrect, because

they contain two sounds—the true consonantal sound fol-

lowed by the short " u " sound.
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Teachew should form the habit of eonsnlting • mod
d.ctionary The Concise English Dictionary i! re^
mended. By constant practice they should acquire skillm oral analysis. Difficulties with the vowel sounds are
usually settled by the dictionary; the consonantal sounds
are made clear by oral analysis of words containing them,

rhe sounds of some consonants, such as, m, r, s, f, are
hetter .=arned from the initial position; th6 sounds of
others, s„eh as, p, d, b, t, from the final position. Suppose
f IS the sound desired. Choose words such as, fan five

food; say them more and more slowly, lengthening chiefly
the sound required, until the "i" sound is isolated from
the rest of the word.

For the " t " sound, choose words such as, eat, fat, mat •

pronounce them slowly until the "t" is separated asmuch as can be. from ca, fa, etc. Difficulty is often found
in dist. ,gu,shing the sound of f from v, t from d, s (in sit)
from z-the first are unvoiced or breath sounds, the latter
voiced.

It is advisable for the teacher to know the position of
the vocal organs for the sounds, as it is sometimes of great
assistance to describe or actually to show to a pupil the
correct position when he seems unable to get the sound
by imitation. The guttural sounds, for instance, might
be produced more easily if the teacher and the pupils
would place the fingers at the throat when they s'ay aword containing a guttural, and notice how the muscles
are set for each sound.

Those teachers who are not sure of the exact sounds
should get help from some one who is. The sounds can
be learned only from pronunciation. The sonnds-d b
g, w, and

j, are very difficult. These may best be 'got
by pronouncing slowly words such as, t-ub, sa-d, ro-d, R<>b,
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ru-b, ra-g, ho-g, w-ill, w-ee, a-ge, j-ump, at the Bane time

carefully noting the voiced part. By this process of separa-

tion, the consonantal sounds may be easily learned.

CHIEF CONSOKANTAL SOUNDS WITH KET WORM

(For use of teacher only)

Every teacher should be acquainted with the phonic

elements of the English language. The alphabet is, of

course, not a true list ; it is both redundant (c, q, z,) and

deficient, as we have over forty sounds and only twenty-

three letters (omitting c, q, i) to represent them. The
full list may prove helpful.

CONSONANTS

(1) Breath Sounds

f (fan) p (map)

li (hop) 8 (sat)

k (kite) t (mat)

(2) A'^oiced Sounds

ch (church) wh (whip)

ah (ship) xs=kB (fox)

th (thin) que=k (at end

of words)

b (rob) J (jump) n (no) w (way) th (thine)

d (lad) 1 (lull) r (run) y (yes) ng (rang)

e (egg) m (man) V (vat) 2 (buzz) zh (pleasure)

qu=kw (quick)

VOWELS

a (fate) e (me) i (pin) 6 (note) u (tub)

a (fat) e (met) i (pine) o (not) a (tube)

a (ask) e (her) d (or) u (pull)

a (far) 00 (foot) oi (boil)

5 (fall) (move) on (house)
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The unphonetic character of many of our Enriish
words ^akes the written language almost bewildering to
children. Some letters represent several sounds; for ex-
ample, c=s (city) or k (cat); s=s (sit) or z has) or

a e represented by several letters; for example, the sound
of a IS represented by a (fate), ea (break)/ ai (nail);
ay say), ey (they). There are others just .. confusing
Truly, teachers should be patient with the pupils.

•t analyfUi. ar, er, ir, or, ur; ang, eng, ing, ong, ung.

TEACHING THE NAMES OF THE LETTERS
There is usually no need of teaching the names of the

'

wth'fi, t' ^T '!"" **"" incidentally in connection
w.th the teachmg of phonics. When it is necessary to
refer to a letter, do so by means of its alp. .betic, not of
Its phonic, name. The connection between the letter-
names and letter-sounds is very close, because in nearly
all the letter-names the letter-sound is heard. The eicen-
tions are c, g, h, q, w, y. Whenever occasion demands
therefore, use the alphabetic names when referring to
letter^in teaching phonics, in transition from script to
print, in a writing or transcription lesson

It will not be very long till all the names are learned.
Then they should be memorized in the alphabetic order,
to assist the pupil later in using the dictionary. The let-
ters may be put on the board in the alphabetic order in a
J^ne at the top or in a column at the side, a few at a time.
The pupils may be asked to transcribe the letters in order
from book or board and to write them from memory, with
constant reference to the Alphabet at the end of the
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Primer. They may arrange their letter-tickets, both script

and print, in order on their desks.

No pupil shou.d be promoted from the Primer to the

First Header until he has learned the Alphabet in its cor-

rect order, as a knowledge of the letters of the Alphabet
in their order is of great use in all reference work or in

arranging lists and tables.

CHAPTER V

BEADING AS THOUGHT INTERPRETATION

THOUGHT THE VITAL ELEMENT IN PBIUABY BEADINO

In learning to speak the child associates the meaning
with the spoken symbol ; in learning to read he should be

led to associate the meaning with the printed symbol.

The strength of the association in each case will depend
upon the importance of the meaning to the child.

In the earliest black-board lesson, as in the reading

of the most advanced pupil, the only thing that will hold

the attention, and thereby proToke mental effort, is inter-

esting material.

Interest is essential as the starting-point of tlie educative

process; effort is essential as its outcome. The purpose of ap-

pealing to the interest of the child is to lead him to the point

where he will put forth effort.

—

Mnnroe

The subject-matter must touch the pupil personally

if it is to be of value in learning to read. It must appear

for him in the form of action, rhythm, stories, observa-

tion, plays, and games, if the symbols of reading are to

be fraught with meaning for him. What is of interest to

the pupil and what is of value to society should both

be kept in mind in selecting and arranging primary ~ead-
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ing I««,n.. The whole purpoee and ewence of re«li„^ i,

value to what is read.

NATUBE OP MATKEIAL

Tl>e flr.t requisite, therefore, for good reading, i. inter-estmg matenal to arouse expectation i„ the / pil Thow,lljhen ™.ke every effort to discover the ZL.tl

DirpT!"'
'°'^"''' ""^ ^ «'"*" •' """•"^o »-• " dialogueDirect narration ,s generally ,„„re attractive to childl^n

than ind.rec
; ,t heightens their interest and improve,

their expre.si.,. Fables, fairy-tales, tales about her^s.ones about animals and plants, personal expertn^s
c will furnish abundant material. A very in'terest'g

type of reading lesson is to have the pupils perform cer

the teacher writes on the board, John, stand up; mZ
.Writ;; wittT

^"""^ ''' """'"'' "•* p»p" ^---^t
nJ^ w .i

'"^'"^ " '""^-'' ""'« t«'t ot correct

::.veTrtrhers^'"^
''''' '''""'''' ^'" -^«-* *--

A variation of this metliod may be used. The teachermay write questions on the board for the pupils rreadsilently and answer orally.

verv^rj
*'"'°^'

''i'""'^
^ '''°''^''^- ^'"*' tl-^-* should bevery few new words used in this early reading- otherwi,,much of the time will be taken up in getting puji'lsltc";

a?d theT
7.''"" '"" '* "'"^"'^ -^ expressionless,and the lesson will be one in word-recognition instead of a

may tell the pupils what they are. Second, the l^gth of thj
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wntoncM .hould be regulated by the >Uge of progre., of
the cla... If they .re too long, the pupil, will .tumble
over them; if too short, they will find them too euy and
Will read carelessly and in a jerky fashion.

nB8T BEADINO LEBBON

One great advantage in beginning the teaching of
reading by h.vmg the pupils learn word, and sentences
flrst, IS that real reading may begin very early. As soon as
Ihe class has learned a number of words and word-groups,
»hort sentences may be given for reeding. From words
and phrases such as, top. cap, mat, run, hop, I see, It is.
Do you, etc., which may easily be taught in the first two
or three weeks, a number of sentences (from twelve to
twenty) may be made for black-board reading. Such
work gives the pupil the motive for reading, namely, the
desire to get the thought and to communicate it. It also
furnishes an interesting review of the words and phrases.

IILUSTRATIVE BLACK-BOABD LESSONS

Short simple stories may be written on the board for
He pupils to read. They are especially useful as eiercises
to promote expressive reading. They may be used before
any book 13 introduced and continued afterwards as a
pleasing change. The eiamples given here are for differ-
ent stages of progress.

1. One of the simplest lessons is the following:

The teacher does some simple thing, then writes a
sentence b.ggested by the act which the class is to inter-
pret. The words used must, of course, be known to them.

(Show a small top)—7 con see the lop.

(Show a large top)—/ can see the big top.
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(Hide the Urge top)—/ can not Me tkt big top,

(Show the large top)—/ can ne the hig top.

For thii only tix wordi are needed, if we ««Dume
" I CM " to have been taught as a phrase. The eipreuion
will appear in the shifting of the emphasis.

2. Suppose that the class has been told about the
Eskimos—a common topic for primary classes. Draw or
show a picture of a little Eskimo child. Let the pupils
tell some of the interesting things learned about the
Eskimos. Then write on the board sentences of the
following nature:

I am a Ultle Eskimo girl.

I am tix years old.

I live in a snow hut

It hat only one room.

ire have dogs and a sled.

liy father lets me ride on the sled.

One day I fell off into ih» snow.

It did not hurt me.

3. Dialogue is interesting. The teacher tells a story
up to a certain point, then writes the rest on the board,
using coloured chalk to distinguish the speakers.

Oral introduction by the teacher:

One afternoon in the fall, two boys, Harry and Tommy,
who lived near each other in a little village and played
together nearly all the time, came out-of-doors just after
dinner. Each had a basket in his hand. They each
wanted to know what the other was going to do.

Harry— Where are you going with your basket,

Tommy?
Tommy—I am going to the woods for nuts,
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Harry —Who U going with you?
Tommy— I waa just coming to Mk you to go. C»n you ?

Harry —Not ju«t now. Mother w»nt» me to go to

the itore for htr.

Tommy—Can you go then ?

Thi» dialogue may be continued at the diicretion of

the teacher. At the close of the leuon, several pairs of

pupils may be asked to take the two parti, so as to get

the expression better.

BEADIKO FBOU THE PBIHEB
There are two lines along which the pupils should be

trained in reading—oral reading and silent reading. In
the aenior grades silent reading usually precedes oral read-

ing; yet, because the pupils can at first do little reading
without considerable help, the teaching of oral reading is

discussed first.

MOTIVE FOB BEADING
The most important thing in all teaching ig to get the

pupils to put forth every effort to do their work. In
reading there are certain conditions that will make any
one want to read his best. There must be something to
read that is interesting to the reader; there must be some
one whom the reader wishes to make acquainted with the
story; the listener must be dependent on the reader to get
the story. The nearer we can come to realizing these three
conditions, the better reading we shall have. The pupil
will feel his responsibility and will do his best to read
effectively.

At first the reading is from the Primer; later, the
pupil may bring a favourite story to read to his class-
mates,
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f! !

OBAL BEADma

Oral reading is the effective oral eipTession, in the

words of the printed page, of the thought gained from

that page by silent reading. Intelligent oral reading de-

pends on understanding the thought, so that the words

may be read in thought groups.

BEADING FBOM THE PBIMEB

1. For a lesson from the Primei* certain preparation

is needed. There will be a number of new words. These

should be taught, by any yf the methods already described,

a day or two before coming to the lesson. There are some

words, like the articles, prepositions, adverbs, etc., which

may be told to the pupils without formal teaching.

2. It is necessary to see that the pupils have the know-

ledge and experiences required to understand the new

lesson. If their knowledge is inadequate, present concrete

material, show a picture, or make a drawing, and apply

any or all of these to the building up of the concepts neces-

sary for the interpretation of the lesson.

3. When the time for the lesson arrives, there may be

a review of some of the words. The pupils are asked then

to look at the picture which usually accompanies the

lesson. They tell what they see in the picture and how
the parts are related to one another, that is, what story

the picture tells. They will, usually, then be curious

about the story told in the book and will try to find it out.

4. They then read silently one or two sentences. This

gives them a chance to make sure of the words and to

grasp the meaning.

6. Sometimes they may be asked a question or two

based on these sentences, to show that they have the right

meaning.
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6. Several now read aloud. If the reading is not aatis-
factoiy, a question from the teacher will help greatly. If
the emphasis is wrong, a question by the teacher that
can be answered in the words of the text will usually
secure the desired correction. For example, (Primer,
page 11) the pupil reads without proper expression.

Bain, rain, go away.

Come again some other day.

Little Tommy wants to play.

.
The teacher may ask, " What did the little boy tell the

rain to do? When did he want the rain to come again?
What did little Tommy want to do?" She may now ask
the pupil to read so as to tell just what the stories mean.

If the grouping of the words is imperfect, a question
to bring out the meaning better will serve to get the right
grouping. With very young pupils the sentence may be
written on the board, and the words to be read as a group
may be indicated by the pointer.

VALTTE OP IMITATION
Ag a general thing, imitation of the teacher by the

pupil is a poor way to teach reading, because it requires
little or no thought on the part of the pupil; it is mechan-
ical and unintelligent and does nothing to develop the
power of interpretation. As a means of setting a standard
of reading for the class, good reading by the teacher
will have a great influence, but direct imitation is to be
avoided.

However, there are times when bad habits of expression
will appear which are not connected at all with faulty
interpretation. In such cases, direct imitation is the best
device to use for correction, because it is by imitation
that they occur at all.
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OOBBEtATlON OP OBJECT LESSONB AND EEADINa
It has been already stated that the pupil "must hava

the knowledge and experience required to understand"
what he reads. A pupil's progress in reading depends on
his interest in the subject-matter. His interest "depends
on the nnmBer and character of concepts recalled by the
words," and his concepts are in proportion to his first-
hand knowledge of the great world around him of nature
and human beings. We cannot expect a child to have a
lively interest in a lesson if he has no stock of images to
make the matter real. Take, for example, the poem
beginnmg:

At evening when I go to bed,

I see the stars shine overhead;
They are the little daisies white
That dot the meadows of the night.

This would be well-nigh meaningless to a child who has
never seen a field covered with daisies, some growing in
groups, and some scattered widely over the meadow. One
of the great secrets of good teaching in all subjects is to
make things real to the pupils. Take them, or direct
them to go, where they can see a field of daisies; if that
18 impracticable, let them at least see a picture, with a
handful of daisies to piece it out.

SILENT BEADINO LESSONS

Silent reading is the personal, individual way of get-
tmg the thought, or image, from the printed page. The
emphasis, hitherto, in the teaching of reading has been
put on oral reading, although most of reading through
life is silent, and even oral reading must, with the younger
pupils, be preceded by silent reading. More attention
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should therefore, be given to training the pupil, or rather
giving him a chance to train himself, in getting the mean-
ing of the printed page. Teachers of all grades will findm th.8 a cure for unintelligent oral reading. When a boy
IS absorbed m a book, there is only one thing that is hold-
ing him from his play-he is getting something from
what he reads, he is learning to read intelligently.

From the very beginning, then, the pupil should be
led to form the habit of interpreting the graphic symbols
of tte book into mental images. At first be may need
a little assistance, but very soon he will require only to
have interesting material given to him. The following

s^gjld"'*'"'^
"^ conducting « silent reading lesson is

1. Interest:

less^"^*
* '•""* *»'k about the picture accompanying the

2. Word-recognition:

Unknown words should be taught or told at once.
There should be few in the material selected.

3. Silent reading:

The pupil should read silently, to get the thought. At
first, when the pupil knows few words or sounds, the silent
reading should be done in class, so that necessary helpmay be given. Later, it will be usually seat work The
teacher may aid by questions or suggestions.

4. Oral Discussion:

The pupil may reproduce the story orally. He mav
be asked to tell in his own words a story of one, two o'r
more sentences, aloud or in a whisper, to the teacher. The
teacher should enter into the spirit of the story, but should
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not interfere with the pupil's freedom of Mprewion by
correcting, at this stage, inaccurate language. Free dis-
cussion should aid the pupil in fonning clear images. The
pupils may bt permitted to illustrate the stories by their
art and constructive work or by imitative movements.

ILLUSTRATIVE SILENT HEADING LESSONS

Sec Suggestive Teaching Notes, Chapter VI.

TEACHING BEADING INCIDENTALLY

Many opportunities arjse in the class-room for teach-
ir-,- reading incidentally, in connection with games class
movements, nature study, literature, oral composition, etc
The general principle is, that in oral lessons and instruc-
tions special words and phrases are written on the board
and used in conducting or reviewing the exercises. Muchnw^be done in this way with no loss of time in other

1. IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SCHOOL

The teacher calls one class ' Class A" and makes use
Of the words-stand, turn, pass, etc., in directing
Its movements. At first these directions are given orallv.
but after the pupils are familiar with the spoken word's
the teacher says "Class A," at the same time writing on

tions "stand," "pass," etc. The name, Class A. may
be left on the board. No attempt is made to teach itAt another time she may write or point to the nameCte ^, and say, "This class, stand." If the pupils do
not^tand, the teacher reads Ok«, A, pointing to the
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Similarly, the teacher may write stand, at the same
t.me saying "stand." Next time she may write or point
to the word stand and say, « Class A, do this." The
pupils will stand; if not, the teacher says "stand."

If no attempt other than this is made to teach toch
words. It is surprising how soon the class will learn
Stand, Turn, Dismiss, Pass, March, etc.

2. IN NAMIXO Pl'PlLS, DAYS, ETC.

The teacher may write Willie on the board, at the
^me t>me saying, "This boy, Willie, may collect books."
The pupil collects them, and his name is left on the board
At another time the teacher says, "This boy, collect
books, and writes Willie. If Willie does not respond,
the teacher says. "Too late, Willie," and asks another
pupil, writing Mary instead. Similarly, names of the days
of the week, holidays, etc., may be introduced.

3. IN 0AHE8, OREETINOS, ETC.

The teacher may say, " We will play this game," writ-
ing, and at the same time saying, the name, " The Miller."
The name is left on the black-board, and the game is
played. Greetings, such as Good-morning, or Good-
afternoon, may be. taught similarly.

4. IN OBAL LANGUAGE AND IN LITERATURE LESSONS

In story-telling the teacher writes Ooldie-Lochs, and
says, " I will tell you a story about this little girl." Leav-mg the name on the board, she tells the story. When the
oral reproduction period comes next day, the teacher asks
a pupil to tell something about Ooldie-Locks, writing but
not saying, the word. Next, headings for the different
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parts of the stoiy are written, for example, Ooldie-Lodca
and the Soup. Ooldie-Lock, and the Three Chain, etc
and different pupils are asked to tell the story of the parU
as they are pointed to.

In dramatizing, the teacher writes on the board the
names of the parts with the names of pupils opposite:

Turkey Lwrkey — WHlie.
Benny Penny — Mary. etc.

5. IN ABITHHETIO

As the pupils learn 'the figures (symbols) for the
numbers 1, 8, 3, 4, etc., the teacher may place picture
number, figure, and written name together on the black-
board and leave them there. Soon the pupils will know
the written number names:

one two three four five. etc.

Many other opportnniti?8 for this incidental reading
will present themselves to the thoughtful teacher. It is
well to remember, however, that the work is, as its name
implies, incidental. (Adapted from McMurray-g A Method
of Teaching Primary Beading. Chapter VI)
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CHAPTER VI

METHODS APPLIED TO THE ONTABIO PHIMER

aUQOEBTIVE TEACHING NOTEB

PRIMER ^ X

The Little Red Hen
found some wheat.

She called the cat.

She called the dog.

She called the pig.

I. Preparation:

1. Teacher tells the whole story to the class.

2. Pupils re-tell the story.

3. Dramatization by the pupils. (See Chapter IX.)

II. New Words:

The, Little, Red, Hen, found, some, wheat, She,
called, cat, dog, pig.

III. Teaching New Words:

Before the written form of page 1 of the Primer
is presented as a -rhole to the pupils, teach the fol-
lowing words incidentally: The Little Red Hen, the
cat, the dog, the pig, my chicks, some wheat.

This could be accomplished in the following
manner

:

1. When dramatizing the story, attach written name-
cards to the pupils representing the different ani-
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mals. In the second cast, allow tlie pupils to choose
their own parts and have them select their own
name-cards.

2. Label obiVpts or pictures with name-cards, for ex-
ample, cat, dog, pig, hen, chicks, wheat, red. (See
page" 86 of this Manual.)

3. Word-recognition driU. (See Chapter VIII—Class
Work Devices, page 145 of this Manual.)

(a) Have the pujjils match name-cards with the
same words written on the black-board, on
other cards, on objects, or on pictures.

(i) Have all the name-cards removed from the
objects and the pictures and given to the
pupils to replace.

(c) Perception cards

—

(i) The teacher holds a perception card. The
pupil tells what is on the card and matches
it wit!- similar ones in the room,

(ii) The teacher places cards on the table,
blanks up; the pupil chooses one of the cards,
whispers what is on it to the teacher, and
matches it with words written on the black-
board.

(iii) Hiding game—Cards on the black-board
ledge, the pupils close their eyes. The teacher
removes one. The pupils look up and then
tell which one was removed,

(iv) Plash cards—The teacher ilashes a per-
ception card. Each pupil whispers the answer
in turn.
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Nora 1.—One-ipaw lettcn ghould not b« len thu one-half
Inch in height—other letters in proportion.

Note 8.—Word-cnrdi ahoold not b« Itn thu three inchca by
•iz inchea for three-letter vrordi.

IV. Prtttntation of the Written Form:

Develop the story from the class and write it on
the black-board.

" What is the name of onr story ?"

"The Little Bed Hen." The teacher writes the

answer on the black-board.

"What did she find?"

"The Little Bed Hen found some wheat." The
teacher writes the answer on the black-board.

"What did she do then?"

"She called the cat." The teacher writes tlie

answer on the black-board.

Proceed thus until all of page 1 of the Primer
is on the black-board.

Write the words: found, some, called, and She,

in coloured chalk. Drill as above. (See page 54 of

this Manual.

)

V. Reading: (See Chapter V.)

1. Have the pupils read the story from the black-board,

first silently and then aloud.

2. This should be followed later by reading from the

Primer.
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VI. Stat Work Dtvicu: (See Chapter Vlll-Sest Work
Devi fH, page 163 >f this Manual.)

1. Tracing, cutting, and colouring outline pattemi of
The LitUe Red Hen, the cat. the dog. the pig, , hen,
chicks, wheat.

8. Sewing perforated outlined patterns, prepared by
teacher, of The Little Red Hen, the cat, the dog, the
pig, a hen, chicks, wheat.

8. Freehand tearing, cutting, and pasting of the ani-
mals in the story.

4. Illustrative drawing of the incidents.
5. Teacher writes name-words, pupils draw pictures.
6. Pupils use print letter-cards for word-building

matching them with the script on the black-board.

we 0.) Th. Primary Word Builder. Copyrighted by Orte^Johnrton of McKay School Equipment, Ltd., Toronto 7m
S;:«err°7"'<fri""'

^"^ '• Co-ercUI no. ^rU*^-Bradley Co., Bpnngfleld, Mass.

.„.,^°"v';T'^*
*""'"" ''^^ »»to a ehart duiwiag the small

P^^tacr); this chart diould bo hung In . convenient aSd con-spleuoo. place, to that the pupil, may refer to it at any time

thi.'^S^^':*'
"^"^"'"' """ *=^P' *• ^t." page 71 of

VII. Oameii for Ear Training.

•

1. (a) The teacher names a familiar animal, for ex-
ample, cow, dog, sheep, etc. The pupils give
its call.

(6) A pupil gives the call of an animal; another
pupil gives the name of the animal.
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(c) The teacher namei a bird; for example, crow,
hen, etc. Pupils give iti call.

8. The pupili cloae their eyea. The teacher itrikei

different objecte, for example, the bell, a glut, etc.
A pupil gives the names of the objects struck.

« PRIMEH

" Who will help me plant
the wheat?"

" Not I," said the cat
"Not I," said the dog.

"Not I," said the pig.
" Then I will plant

the wheat,"
Said the Little Red Hen.

And she did.

I. New Words:

Who, will, help, me, plant. Not, I, said, Then,
And, did.

II. Presentalion of <*„ Writtes rm:
Develop the story from t.,e class and write it on

the black-board. (See page 65 of this Manual.)

III. Teaching New Words:

(See Notes, page 63 of this Manual, also Chap-
ter VIII—Class Work Devices, page 146 of this

Manual.)

IV. Reading: (See Chapter V.)

1. Have the pupils read the story from the black-board,

first silently and then aloud.

2. This should be followed later by reading from the
Primer.
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V. Sight Rtadmg: BUck-bo«rd Lewon—
The following ienttncet are written <m the black-

board. The pnpila read ailently and whigper aen-
tence answers to the teacher.

1. (a) nid the pig plant some wheat?
(6) Did the dog help the Little Hed Hen?
(e) Will the cat not help the hen?
(d) Who found the little dog?
(«) Who called me?

2. Pupils whisper Ihe following statements to the
teacher

:

(a) I said I called the dog.

(6) The hen called the dog.

Then she called the pig.

NoTi.-The mtenee* in «lie .bore eiereise mtj be writta oa
iUpt of paper. The pupils road these to the teichw. ThesUpsare
then jivni to the popili to take home.

VI. S$at Work Devices: (See Chapter VIII—Seat Work
Devices, page 153 of this Manual.)

1. Modelling in plasticine of The Little Bed Hen
planting the wheat seeds.

2. Illustrative drawing of incidents.

3. Use of print letter-cards for word-building—match
with the script.

4. Sand Table correlation—Illustrate pages 1 and 2
of the Primer, using the coloured cut-out patterns
made by the pupils.

VII. Oames for Ear Tmining:

1. Naming animals when the teacher says, sh-eep,

d-nck, c-at, d-og, p-ig, c-ow.

I
;
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S. Naming pupil* when a pupil wyi, N^n, p.,n
J-ack, W-ill, M-»y, B-en.

8. Teacher auggesU a word, for example, cat, to n
pupil. Thi» pupil uys c-at. Other pupil, whitper
the answer.

PRIMKH 3

The wheat-grew up.

The Little Red Hen said,
" Who will help me cut

the wheat?"
"Not I," said the cat
"Not I," said the dog.
" Not I," said the pig.
" Then I will cut the wheat,"
Said the Little Red Hen.

And she did.

I. New Words:

grew up, cut.

II. Teaching New Words:

Teach above words ts sight words quite apart
from the story. (See Chapters II and III.)

Make additional cards containing the word-
groups—grew up. cut the wheat, and also cards
containing the words—grew, up, cut.

Word-recognition drill-
Thorough drill as indicated above for pages 1

and 2 of the Primer. Review the known words each
day. These games may be varied, as suggested in
Chapter Vlll-CIass Work Devices, page 145 of
this Manual.
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III. Beading: (See Chapter V.)

1. Reading from the black-board.

Primer, Page 3, is written on the black-board by the
teacher. No remarks are made. Proceed as follows

:

(o) Silent reading by the pupils to master the

thought.

(b) Oral discussion.

(c) Expressive reading.

2. Beading from the Primer.

IV. Seat Work Devices:

1. Any of the exercises suggested in former lessons.

2. The teacher writtes words, for example, chicks, hen,
pig, etc., on the black-board. The pupils make
these in the order specified on the black-board with
sticks, seeds, or lentils placed around a prepared
pattern. The pupils remove pattern.

3. With print letter-cards make the animals' names
under the pictures.

4. With print letter-cards make all the words having
a certain number of letters.

V. Games for Ear Training:

1

.

" Hear and Do " game. The teacher says, g-it, r-un,

h-op, h-um, w-alk, t-alk, st-and. The pupils per-

form the actions.

2. Naming objects in the school-room. The teacher
says, d-esk, p-en, br-nsh, cl-ook, d-oor, b-ook. The
pupils point to the objects.

3. Naming a colour, for example, red, and rhyming
words, thus : The teacher says, r-ed, b-ed, f-ed, N-ed,
T-ed, sl-ed. The pupils say, red, bed, fed, etc.

4. These exercises may be varied as in Games for Ear
Training. • (See page 59 of this Manual.)
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The Little Red Hen said,
" Who will help me grind

the wheat?"
" Not I," said the cat.
" Not I," said the dog.
" Not I," said the pig.
" Then I will grind the wheat,"
Said the Little Red Hen.

And she did.

I. New Word:

grind. (See Chapters II and III.)

Grind some wheat seeds. Connect with the
pupils' experiences of the grinding of coffee, of
ground spices, of the flour-mill, etc.

Derelop the words—flour, bread. The teacher
invents and tells her own story of a Loaf of Bread.
When interest has been aroused, present the written
forms—grind, flour, bread. Have the pupils out
from the paper pictures of loaves of bread. Label
these with name-carifs. (See page 25 of this
Manual.)

Word-recognition drill as in previous lessons.
Constantly leTiew known words.

TI. Beading: (See Chapter V.)
Beading from the Primer.

Proceed as follows:

1. Silent reading by the pupils to master the thought.
8. Oral discussion.

8, JCxprenive reading.
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III. Sight Reading:

1. Who will cut some wheat?

2. " I will not cut the wheat,"

said the dog.

3. " I will not grind the wheat,"

said the pig.

4. Who said, "I will grind the wheat?"

6. The Little Bed Hen
found some flour.

6. The Little Red Hen
cut the bread. ,

IV. Seat Work Devices: (See Chapter Vlll—Seat Work
Devices, page 153 of this Manual.)

1. With print letter-cards make the words—wheat,
found, plant, cut, grind, bread, flour. Compare
these with the script forms.

2. Cut out from advertisements the words—bread,
flour.

3. Model in plasticine—a cat, a dog, a loaf of bread,
a bag of flour, etc.

V. (Tones for Bar Training:

Bhyming words

—

1. The teacher says, gr-ind, f-ind, b-ind, m-ind, r-ind.
The pupils say, grind. And, etc.

2. The teacher says, wh-eat, m-eat, s-eat, b-eat, h-eat,
n-eat.

The pupils say, wheat, meat, etc.

3. The teacher says, ch-ick, s-ick, D-ick, k-ick, p-ick.

The pupils say, chick, sick, etc.
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The Little Red Hen said,
" Who will help me make

the bread?"
" Not I," said the cat
" Not I," said the dog.
"Not I," said the pig.
" Then I will make the bread,"
Said the Little Red Hen.

And she did.

I. New Words:

make, bread.

II. Teaching Neiv ]V4)rdt:

Teach these words as sight words quite apart
from the story.

bread. (See previous lesson.)

make. (See Chapters II and III.)

III. Reading:

Beading from the Primer.
Proceed as in former lessons.

IV. Sight Beading:

1. Who will make some bread?
2. " Xot I," said the cat
3. " I will not make the bread,"

said the dog.

4. Who said, " Who will help me
make some bread?"

6. Who said, " I will make the bread?"
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V. Seat Work Devices: (See Chapter VIII—Seat Work
Devices, page 163 of this Manual.)

1. Make the words—make, bread, with print letter-

cards.

2. Use any of the devices suggested in former lessons.

VI. Games for Ear Training:

Bhyming words

—

1. The teacher says, m-ake, b-ake, c-ake, t ake, 1-ake.

r-ake, w-ake, shake.

The pupils say, make, bake, etc.

2. The teacher says,' m-y, fl-y, tr-y, dr-y, sh-y, sk-y,

cr-y, st-y.

The pupils say, my, fly, etc.

3. These exercises may be varied as in " Games for Ear
Training." (See page 69 (8) of this Manual.)

« PHIMER

The Little Red Hen said,
" Who will help me bake

the bread?"
"Not I," said the cat
"Not I," said the dog.
" Not I," said the pig.

" Then I will bake the bread,"
Said the Litfle Red Hen.

And she did.

I. Sew Word:

bake.

Teach the following words of page 8 of the
Printer in advance—my, shall, they.
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II. Teaching New Words:

Teach the foregoing words as sight words quite
apart from the stoiy. (See Chapters II and III.)

Word-recognition drill as in previous lessons.

III. Reading:

Heading from the Primer.

IV. Sight Reading:

1. (a) " My chicks grew up,"

said The Little Red Hen.

(i) They found some flour,

(c) "Who will make some bread?"
said the chicks.

(<?) "I shall not bake the bread,"
said the cat.

(«) "My chicks shall bake the bread,"
said The Little Bed Hen.

(/) Did they bake the bread?

8. Acting Charades—The following sentences are
written on cards, one sentence on each card. Dis-
tribute the cards. The pupils read silently, whisper
the sentence to the teacher, and then act. The
pupils name the character, the others are imper-
sonating.

(a) The Little Hed Hen found some wheat,

(i) The wheat grew up.

(c) "Kot I," said the pig.

(d) "I will bake the bread."
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V. Oamet for Ear Tmining:

Find the word

—

1. The teacher says, s-ome, c-ome.

The pupils say, some, come.

8. The teacher says, w-ill, f-ill, m-ill, h-ill, p-ill, st-ill,

sp-ill.

The pupil; gay, will, fill, etc.

3. The teacher says, f-ound, s-ound, b-ound, h-ound,

m-ound, p-ound, r-ound.

The pupils say, found, sound, etc.

PBIMER 7

The Little Red Hen said,

" Who will help me eat

the bread?"

"IwiU,"saidthecat.
" I will," said the dog.
" I wiU," said the pig.

I. New Word:

eai

Teach the following words of page 8 of the Primer
in advance—^you, would.

II. Teaching New Words:

Teach the foregoing words as sight words quite

apart from the story.

eat—Beview the ear-training exercise, wheat,

given on page 62 of this Manual.

Visual analysis of wheat into wh-eat. The teacher

erases " wh " and drills on word-form, eat.

Word-recognition review of all former words.
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III. Reading:

Beading from the Primer.

IV. Sight Reading:

These sentences may be written on slips of paper.

The pupils read them to the teacher.

1. Will you bake me some bread ?

2. Will you eat my bread?

3. Would the chicks eat some bread?
4. " You would not eat my bread,

would yon, little dog?"

6. " I would not," said the dog.

V. S$at Work:

1. The pupils select all the name-words from the lesson

in their books, and draw pictures on separate pieces

of paper.

2. The pupib make the foregoing name-words, using
print letter-cards, and place them under the pictures.

3. Sentence-building from words

—

Oive the pupils envelopes containing a sufficient

number of written words to make a sentence, for

ewmple, bread, you, my, eat, will. Have the pupils

arrange these in a sentence, for example.

You will eat my bread.

Will you eat my bread ?

Eat my bread, will you?

4. Sentence-building from letters

—

Have the pupils make the sentences in (3) above

with print letter-cards and compare the print and
script forms.
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VI. Garnet for Ear Training:

Rhyming word*

—

1. The teacher sayi, br-wd, h-etd. l^Mid. thr-ead,
spr-ead.

The pupili, aay, bread, head, etc,

8. Find the word: The teacher sayi, ah-onld, w-ould,
c-onld.

8 PBIMEH

The Little Red Hen said,
" You would not plant

the wheat.
You would not cut

the wheat
You would not grind

the wheat
You would not bake

the bread.

You shall not eat

the bread.

My little chicks shall eat
the bread."

And they did.

I. New Words:

Yon, would, shall. My, chicks, they.

II. Teaching Nev Words:

Theae words have been taught in advance in
former lessons. Give a thorough word review of all
the words in this story. (See Chapter VIII—Class
WoA Devices, page 146 of this Manual.)
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III. Rtading:

Reading from the Primer.

IV. Sight Reading and Seat Wori:

1. The following tentences are written on separate
cardg and lettered thus

:

(o) The Little Bed Hen said.

" I found some wheat."

(h) The pig said,

" I will not help you
plant the wheat."

'

(e) The dog will not

grind the wheat.

(d) The cat said

she would help

eat the bread.

(e) The Little Red Hen said,

" My little chicks

shall eat the bread."

(/) Did they?

8. The " Postman Game ": Have seTeral sets of these
cards made. Choose a child for postman and let
him leave a card (a "letter") at every "house."
Pupils may read their letters to the class.

(a) The pupils may select patterns of the animals
named in the letters. Trace the outline and
colour,

(i) These cards are collected, perforated by the
teacher, and used in a future lesson for sew-
ing. When sewn, a sentence for sight reading
may be written on the cards. These are taken
home.

3
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V. Oatntt for Ear Training:

1. Teacher Hyi, r-an, F-an, c-u, D-u, m-tn, p-«n,

X-tn, t-an.

Pnpili My, Tin, Fan, etc.

i. Teacher eayi, h-ot, n-ot, c-ot, D-ot, g-ot, p-ot, ip-^t.

Pupils say, hot, not, etc.

3. Teacher uyi, pl-ay, d-ay, M-ay, 1-ay, »t-ay.

PupiU say, play, day, etc.

4. Teacher saye, p-et, ta'-et, 1-et, p-ig, d-ig, b-ig, f-uu,

r-nn, r-ng, h-ng.

Pupils say, pet, met, etc.

5. See " Qames for Ear Training," page 69 (2) of this

Hannal.

11

PBIMEB

red dog bake little

you will some found

Who called the cat?

Who will help the hen?
Will you get the flour?

Did the chicks eat bread?

I. New Words:

No new words appear on this page.

II. Reading:

The pnpils read the questions silently and whis-

per suitable answers to tiie teacher.
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III. Stat Work:

The papili mtke all the worda and Mntenctt on

thia page with their print letter-carda.

Theae should be compared carefully with tlie

acript forma.

IV. Trantition from Script to Print:

Beference has already been made to the Primary

Word Builder, the Kconomo Word Builder,

and to the chart showing imall and capital

letters in both script and print. (See Seat

Work, page S6 of thia Manual.) If the teacher has

followed the seat work instructions, the script and

print letter-forms of all ot the letters (with the pos-

sible exception of j, q, t, x, z,) will have been com-

pared and contrasted several times. The pupil will

not experience any special difficulty, therefore, in

passing from script to print at this point. The
change from script to print is not usually difficult,

because the acript and print forms of all but a

very few letters are so much alike that one is easily

recognized from the other. Pages 9 and 10 of the

Primer have been set apart, however, that special

drill and emphasis may be given to this work before

introducing the pupil to a printed page. All of the

word-forms on these two pages are given in both

script and print, in order that points of resemblance

and difference may be noted again. It is unneces-

sary to repeat special instructions here. Teachers

will find suggestive devices given in connection with

seat work in Teaching Notes on pages 1-15 of the

. Primer.
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PRIMER

I aee I can He has
Do you Itia lam
I can see the pig.

He has some wheat
It is my wheat.
Who am I? Do you see?

I. Jfew Wordt:

lee, do, can, It, it, He, hu, am.

II. Ttaching Niv Wordtl
I »ee, I can, He ha». Do yon, It ig, I am
(See Chapter. II ,„d III, particularly page 10

of Chapter II.)
'^*

III. Reading:

'
fight''*""*

'""° *• ^^' '»' »«"*'? 0'

2. Drawing by pnpil. with crayon., to illuatrate the
picture* whjch they we in the story.

IV. Seat Work:

The pnpik make .11 the words and sentence, on
th.« page with their print letter-card, and match
witn the script forms.

V. Sight Reading:

1. Do yon see the pig?
He has some wheat.

Will he eat it?

I can grind it.

And make floor.
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>. I am little.

I un red.

I can ett wheat
Who am I?

8. Do yon Me the dogf
He ha« tome bread.

Will he eat it?

Stepg in lewioii procednre: (Sec Cimpt^r V ^

1. Silent reading for maatery of thought

«. Drawing by pupils with crayons f(, Ulustrate the
picture* which they we in the itorj.

3. Oral diicusiion.

4. EzpreiaiTe reading.

PBIHER

This little pig went to market.
This Uttle pig stayed at home.
This little pig bad roast beef.
This little pig had none.
This UtUe pig said,

"Wee, wee,"
All the way home.

11

Rain, rain, go away,
Come again some otiier day,
Little Tommy wants to play.
Bain, rain, go away.
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1

li

i

li -

I. New Words:

This, went, to, market, stayed, at, home, had,
roast, beef, none, Wee, All, way;

Bain, go, away, come, again, other, day. Tommy,
wants, play.

II. Teaching New Words: (See Chapter II, particularly

page 12.)

Steps in lesson procedure

:

1. Memorization by pupils for rhythm and thought.

2. Presentation of written form so that the pupil may
associate the meaning and the visual symbols.

3. Analysis of rhyme into phrases and words (word
discovery; word-recognition drills).

4. Pupils read from Primer after this step.

6. Words used in new (sight) reading lessons. (See
Section IV, below.)

III. Phonics:

Xote to Teacher

—

In this and all succeeding lessons, the work in
phonics is based on words which the pupil has previ-
owily learned.

1. Teach the following sounds, using these known
words as key words.

Teach the large units first.

pig -ig -p

cat -at -c -a

play -ay -pi -1

day -d.
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8. Teaching the sounds

—

(a) Lesson I-Teach the following sounds: piit.i<f.n-
cat -at -0 -a.

r b e 1 .

The following known words are written on the
black-board: pig, beef, cat, home, market, pij;
cat, roast, little, cat, pig, home, roast, cat beef
pig, market, little.

Use devices closely related to the experiences of
the pupils. (See Chapter VIII.)
The teacher whispers to one pupil, "Find the
word, market." A pupil points to the word,
market. Other pupils say the word. It is then
erased wherever found on the black-board Treat
similarly the words, pig, beef, cat, home, roast,
little. The teacher then writes the words, pig, and
eat, on the black-board again.

Ear Appeal:

The teacher reviews the ear-training eiercises in
rhyming words, thus—
^e teacher says, p-ig, b-ig, d-ig, f-ig, r-ig.
The pupils say, pig, big, dig, fig, rig.

Teacher: What sound did you hear in all these
words? Pupil says, ig.

Teacher: Divide pig into two parts. A pupil
analyses thus—^p-ig.

Sye Appeal:

Teacher: Divide the word pig on the black-board
into these two parts. A pupil should do this,
using a vertical line, thus— p\ig.

Teacher covers p and asks, What does this part
(ig) say? A pupil says, ig, and underlines with
yellow chalk. Beverse and eliminate the p.
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I

t

This may also be done on paper, thua

—

Use the perception card, pig. A pupil is asked to

cut this card into two parts, p, and ig. Thereby

the large unit, ig, and also p, are preserved after

the lesson.

Teacher gives the pupils several slips of paper on

which the word pig is written. They may cut

these into the two divisions for seat work.

Treat the word, cat, similarly. Likewise eliminate

the vowel, a, from the word, at.

(6) Lesson II—Teach the following sounds: play-ay-

pl-1, day-d. >

Follow the same procedure as outlined in Lesson I.

3. New words which the pupil can recognize indepen-

dently from the phonic power acquired thus far:

pat; pay, lay; dig.

IV. Sight Reading:

1. I am a little pig.

I can see you.

Do you see me?
I can see the cat and the dog.

I can eat roast beef.

I am at home.

2. To market, to market, to buy a fat pig,

Home again, home again, jiggety jig.

To market, to market, to buy a fat hog.

Home again, home again, jiggety jog.

3. Do you see the rain ?

I can not pl&y on the hay.

I shall play some other day.

Note.—In the ilKht-readiiiK exerciaei, all new words which
the pupil cannot recognise independently, h^re been printed in

italic type.
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Steps in lesson procedure

:

1. Silent reading for mastery of thought.
8. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to illustrate the

pictures they see in the story.

3. Oral discussion.

4. Expressive reading.

V. Seat Work:

1. Sentence-building from words
Give the pupils envelopes containing a sufficient
number of cards with words written on them for
sentence-building, for example, home, little, this,
went, chick. Have the pupils arrange these in a
sentence, for example. This little chick went home.

2. Sentence-building from letters

Have the pupils make the sentence in (1) above
with print letter-cards. Have the pupils compare
the script and the print forms.

3. Tracing, cutting, and colouring an outline pattern
of an umbrella.

» PRIMER

HUMPTY DUMPTY
Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.

All the King's horses,

And all the King's men.
Couldn't pick Humpty Dumpty

up again.
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Little Jack Horner sat in a comer,
Eating Christmaa pie

;

He put in his thumb
And pulled out a plum,

And said, " What a good boy am I."

I. New Words:

Humpty Dumpty, on, wall, great, fall, King's

horses. Couldn't, pick, up.

Jack Horner, Sat, in, comer, Eating, Christmag,

pie, his, thumb, pulled, out, plum. What, good, boy.

II. Method:

Use the Nursery Bhyme Method as outlined on
previous page. (See page 12 of this Manual.)

III. Phonies:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these known
words as key words.

Teach the large units first,

not - ot - n -

o

meff-en-m-e
up - up - u.

2. Teaching the sounds:

The following known words are written on the black-

board

—

hen, tint, grew, up, men, pig, All, not, wall,

men, fall, up.

Teacher: Find the name of something that has

feathers.

Pupils whisper to the teacher the word, hen.

One pupil says to the class. Find the word, hen.

Teacher: Find a wore

the word, hen.

i haa the same ending as

i
'

.)
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Bin and men are erased from
Pupil says, anen.

black-board.

Teacher
:
Find the word, up. The word is erased.

Teacher: Find the word, all. Find other words
that have the same ending.

Pupils say the three words, all, fall, wall. Words are
erased.

Other words treated similarly.

Ear Appeal:

Teacher says, m-en, t-en, h-en, p^n.
Pupils blend orally and say, men, ten, hen, pen.
Teacher: What sound is the same in these words?
Pupils: en.

Teacher: Divide men into two parts.
Pupil analyses thup; m-er.

Eye Appeal:

Teacher writes the word men on the black-board.
Teacher: Divide the word, men, into the two
parts which you have just heard.
A pupil divides, using a vertical line, thus—mien.
Teacher covers the letter m and asks, What does
this part, en, say?

Pupil says, en, and underlines with yellow chalk.
Beverse and eliminate m.
Likewise eliminate the vowel e from the phono-
gram en.

The word pig is written on the bkck-board. Pupils
are asked to divide it into two parts, thus—p|i>.
They give the power of the parts.

Teacher then writes the word pen under the word
men, thus

—

men

psn.
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TeachR: Uark the parts that are the same in the

two words.

Teacher: What is the new word?

Treat the word, not, similarly, and introduce new
words on the black-board, thns

—

Ear Appeal:

Teacher says, n-ot, p-ot, c-ot, h-ot, d-ot.

Pupils say, not, pot, cot, etc.

Eye Appeal:

Teacher writes the word not on the black-board.

Pupil divides thei word thus

—

n\ot.

Teacher places the word pot underneath the word
not, and asks.

What is this word ? Pupil marks off the ot.

D«l with cot and dot similarly, thus

—

not

pot

eot

dot.

Teacher: What part looks the same in thesewords 7

Pupils point to the ot.

Teacher asks pupils to say the foregoing words as

she points.

Pupils hear the ot.

Note.—Be rare to make the abore silent (thooght)
blending.

Teacher asks a pupil to erase everything but the

part that says ot in the list.

Teacher : People who have the same last name and
different first names and live in the same house

are said to belong to the same family. Shall we
draw a house about this list? What is the name
of the family? Pupils say, ot
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The perception card, not, should be cut into two
parts—n, and ot, as in the previous lesson.

Seat Application:

The pupils build a house with laying-sUcks and
make the words with the two divisions which they
have cut from the word slips, thus-n|ot, p|ot,
cjot, d|ot, and place them in the house where the
"ot" family lives.

Treat the word, up, thus—

Ear Appeal:

Teacher whispers, cup, to a pupil, tells him to
divide the word into two parts, thns-c-up, and to
say it aloud. Other pupils say, cup.
Similarly with-pup. What sound is the same
in these words?

Bye Appeal:

Teacher writes up on the black-board.
Pupil recognizes and pronounces it.

Teacher writes cup and pup underneath, thus—

up

c\up

Pupils are asked to find the part that looks the
same, to mark it, and tell what it says, then to
pve the family name, and, lastly, to read the list
of words aloud. Similar seat application is mg.
gested.

°

I. Additional new words which the pupil can recog-
nize independently from the phonic power acquired
tlius far-mat; may; pot, cot, dot; cup, pup; pen.
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IV. Sight Heading:

I. Do yon see the horset?
Do you «ee the men ?

The hor«08 pulled the wheat to market.
The men aat on the wheat.
The horns .ailed the flour all the way home again,
uid the ,.Tn grind the wheat into flour?

8- Do you tee thie little boy?
Who is he?
He has a pie.

He went to a cornejr to eat it.

Steps in lesson procedure

:

1. Silent reading for mastery of thought.
2. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to iUuitrate the

pictures they see in the story.
3. Oral discussion.

4. ExpressiTe reading.

V. Seat Work:

1. Build a wall or fence with sticks. Hare the pupils
use their letter-cards and .build all the three-letter
words found on page 12 of the Primer, in both sbript
and print, thus

:

2. Model in plasticine Humpty Dumpty on the wall.
Jack Homer'g pie, the King's horses.
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3. Any of the former suggestiong that the teacher mav
tod mitable should be naed in thi« kMon and atao
>n the lenoni which follow.

PRIMEH

JACK AND JILL
Jack and Jill

Went up the hill

To get a pail of water;
Jack fell down
And broke his crown,

13

And
JiU

came
tumbling

after.

There were two robins
In an old tree top.

One was called Pip,

_,,
The other called Pop.

Fly away, Pip,
*^

Fly away, Pop.

Crane back, Pip.

Oume back, Pop.

I. Ifew Wonb:
JiU, hill, get, pail, of, water, feU, down, broke,

crown, came, tumbling, after.

There, were, two, robina, an, old, tree, top. One,
w»8, Pip, Pop, Ky, back.
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II. Mithoi:

Vi» the Nnnery Bhyme Method, in the two
prcTioni leiioiif.

III. Phoniet:

1. Teach the following aonndi, wing theie known
worda m ley word*.

Teach the Urge unita firat—

hill iU h • i

top - op - t

back - ack - b
' get

-I
et • «

came • ame
an - an.

2. Teaching the aounda

—

Uae the following known worda for black-board
work—pot, mat, hill, back, top, pail, hill, top, back,
tumbling, get, an, came.

£ar Appeal:

In worda rhyming with—^hill.

leaaon.)

(See previona

Sye Appeal:

Teacher writes the key word hill on the black-

board and then bnilda on the black-board the

family column, thua—AtH

«B

a
m
in.
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Pnpili r«ad th« word, .ilently .« the Utehn
join, t letter to the family name. Thw new
wordu are formed for viiual recognition
Teacher then aikt pupil to nam* the word., for
example, ja/

mill

tm
m
pai

The proceu ii—

(a) Oral blend of the key word, hill, w,d familiar
words ending in the phonogram, W.

(6) The silent (thought) blend tf rhyming words
of the ill group.

(e) Instant recognition and pronunciation of
words—mill, till, bill, pill.

"M from the begtantog. Th. aim diouW b. inrtaat .ut«.

Jtajd^Thi. i. th. f.™.d.tl,n priadpl. .f «aS ta

Further application as suggested in previous lessons.

The phonogram, op. may be eliminated, using the
known word, top, as key word, together with the
new words,

mop
hop

pop.

The key words, back, get, came, an, are used to elim-
mate the phonograms, ack, el, ame, an.
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3. (a) Addition to family groupe, thai

—

iack get came an

PKk pet lame pan

tack let dame can

met tame man
net game

name

tan.

(i) The phonograms, at, ig, ot, ay, and en, may
be reviewed and increased, thus

—

Teacher gives a word belonging to a previously-

taught family, for example, cat.

Pupil says to which family the word belongs, thus

—

Teaches says, cat. Pupil says, at.

Teacher says, pig. Pupil says, ig.

Teacher says, not. Pupil says, ot.

Teacher says, say. Pupil says, ay.

Teacher says, men. Pupil says, en.

Addition to family groups, thus

—

cat m not tay mm
pat dig pot may ten

mst big cot gay pen

hat gig lot hay den

bat dot

hot

got

bay

play

lay

day

(c) Further application of power

—

(i) Teacher writes on black-board the word
came and asks for sound of initial letter.

Pupils are to find words in the Primer
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beginning with this sound, make these
words with the letter-cards, and be able

to pronounce them.

(ii) Similar exercise with initial p.

IV. Sight Reading:

Jack Horner and Tom Thumb
went up the hill.

They went to get

some flour and plums

to make a Christmas pip.

On the way up

Tom fell down.

Jack: Oh, Tom! You fell down.
Tom: Help me, Jack! Help me!
Jack

: I will pull you up, Tom.
See the king's horses

And the king's men, Tom

!

King's men : We want some pie.

And the horses want a pail of water.
Jack: I will get the pie.

Tom
: I will get the pail of water.

Steps in Lesson Procedure

:

1. Silent reading for mastery of thought.

2. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to illustrate the
pictures they see in the story.

3. Oral discussion.

4. Expressive reading.
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n

V. Seat Work:

1. Pupils answer the following questions, using their
print letttr-cards and rrimers

:

(a) Where did Jack and Jill go?
(i) Why did they go?
(c) What did Jack do?
(d) What did Jill do?

^^ PRIMER

THE WIND
Who has seen the wind?

Neither you nor I;

But when the leaves hang
trembling,

The wind is passing by.

Who has seen the wind?
Neither I nor you;

But when the trees bow down
their heads,

The wind is passing through.

I. New Words:

seen, wind. Neither, nor. But, when, leaves, hang
trembling, passing, by, trees, bow, their, heads!
through.

II. Method:

1. Teach this as a Memory Qem (literature lesson).
This work should be oral and should be taken some
days in advance of the work which follows. (See
Chapter XL) ^
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2. After the written form has been presented, use the
method outlined in the lessons immediately preced-
ing, to teach the visual symbols.

III. Phonies:

1. Teach the following sounda—

see -ee .g

by .y

bow -ow
and -and

but -ut

oM -old.

2. The phonograms, ,, ee, y. ow, and, ut. old, mav be
developed according to previous outlines.

• 3. New words which can be recognized independent'
from the phonic power acquired

Key words are in italic—

see hy bow and but old

bee my cow sand cut cold

now band nut told

mow land hut hold

how hand sold

bold

gold.

IV. Sight Reading:

Bill: What did yon say, Pat?
Pat

: I am cold. Let us play a game.
Bill: Where shall we play?

Pat: Let us play on the hay in the mow.
Bill

: Do cats and pigs eat hay ?
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Pat: No, neither cats nor pigs eat hay,

but horses and cows do.

Bill
:
See the horse toith the two sacks on his back.
What is in the sacks?

Tat
:
There is flour in one and wheat in the other.

Steps in Lesson Procedure:

1. Silent reading for mastery of thought.

8. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to illustrate the
pictures they see in the story.

3. Oral discussion.

4. Expressive reading.

PRIMER 16

HUSH A BYE

Hush a bye, baby,

On the tree top.

When the wind blows,

The cradle will rock.

When the bough breaks,

The cradle will fall,

Down tumbles baby,

Bough, cradle, and all.

I. New Words:

Hush, bye, baby, blows, cradle, rock, bough,
breaks, tumbles.

II. Method:

Use Nursery Rhyme Method.
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HI. Phonict:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these hnown
words as key words. Teach the large units first,

rock -oclc -r

red -ed

did -id

fall -all .f.

2. The phonograms, ock. r, ed, id, all, , „.,, ,,p
developed recording to previous outlines.

3. (a)^,^ words which the pupil can recognize inde-
pendently from the phonic power acquired-

Key words are in italic—

rock did fall red
sock rid call fed
mock lid tall bed
lock hid ball led.
cock bid hall

dock

(J) Telling the family name-

Teacher writes a word belonging to a previously-
taught family on the black-board, and the pupil
says to which family the i/ord belongs, thus-
Teacher writes cat. Pupil says. The at family.

c 18 erased.

Teacher writes get.

g is erased.

Pupil says, The et family.
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Teacher writes no*. Pupil says, The ot famiiy.

n is erased.

Teacher writes but. Pupil says, The ut family.

b is erased.

(c) Transition from learning; family names by
analysis of words, to recognition of family names by
analogy and through the use of abstract phonic

power.

In the previous exercises all the larger units

were developed from words, for example, ame
from came. In the following exercises the phono-
grams, at et, ot, ut, i, and t, have been taught.

The phonogram, it, has not been taught. But if

this phonogram is presented as suggested below,

the pupil will recognize it at sight by analogy with

the larger known units and his power of phonic
analysis and synthesis.

( ;

Black-board arrangement

—

The first Figure shows black-board chart when
known key words and known phonograms have been

tabulated.

A /..\ A L\ A
Mt set not but
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A
cat

The socond Figure kIiow* blaok-Loard chart ju,t
after new phonogram, it, has been presented.

A
flet

A A
not

Aut

but

The third Figure bIiowh black-board chart at close
of lesson.

A
not

hot

pot

cot

got

rot

tot

names and additional words

(op and up are already known.)
op up

hop cup

pop pup

(d) New family

learned similarly,

(i; ap and ip

ap

lap

nap

rtp

np
tap

map

lip

nip

rip

sip

tip top

mop

sup.
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(ii) ad. od, ud (td and iW are already known.)

ad ed id od ud
mad red did pod bud
Md fed lid nod mnd.
lad led bid hod
bad bed hid rod
had rid

IV. SigH Reading:

See the cradle =n the tree I

What ia in it?

There arc two little nuts.

How the wind blows and rocks the cradle

!

Will it break the bough ?

No, but the nuts will fall out and come tumbling
down.

Then we shall put the nuts in the big sack.

We shall eat them at Christmas.

Steps in Lesson Procedure:

1. Silent reading for mastery of thought.
2. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to illustrate the

pictures they see in the story.

3. Oral discussion.

4. Expressive reading.

V. Seat Work:

No further specific suggestions will be given. No
lesson is complete, however, without some form of
expression. It is left to the teacher to select suit-

able seat-work devices from those already given and
from those suggested in Chapter VIII.
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^*
PRIMER

LITTLE BOY BLUE
Little Boy Blue,

Come blow your horn.
T')! sheep are in the meadow,
The cows are in the com

Where is the little boy
Who looks after the sheep?

He is under the haystack,
Fast asleep.

This is Little Boy Blue.
He does not see the sheep

and the cows.
Where are the sheep?
Where are the cows?

Come, Little Boy Blue,
Wake up and blow your horn.

I. A'eiD Words:

corn' wi'r'ri!''
""?' ''^'P- ""• '"»''''^. '•<"'«.

If. Method:

Standi. IT,e the N„„eryRhy„e Method.

1. Teach the words, does, wake, as sight
words quite apart fro.n the stor^ (iee
Chapters II and III.)

M
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2.

.1.

Silent rrndiiiif.

Urawiiij; by jiupiU with .rayons, to illui-

trate the pitturcn thty aev in the »tory.

Oral (liocusaion,

Expresajre reading.

u*iw' tlictie known

III. I'honics:

1. Teach the followin;? 8oui.d!<,

words as Icey words.

Teacli the large units first-

wake -ake w
sheep -sh

found -ound

would -ould

fut -ast.

2." Teaching the sounds:

(a) The phonograms, ake, asl, ound. may be elim-
inated as suggested in previous lessons. Applica-
tion in word-recognition is given in the words—cake,
lake, make, take, sake, rake; last, past, cast, mast;
sound, pound, mound, hound, bound.

(i) The initial phonogram, u;.

Ear Appeal:

Oral analysis and synthesis by the pupils.

Teacher says, w-ake, w-ind, etc. Pupils synthe-
size.

Bevcrse. Teacher says, wet. Pupils say, w -et.

Teacher says, will. PupiU say, w -ill.

Teacher says, wee. Pupils say, w -ee.
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Byt Appeal:

wake

wind

will

wee.
Teacher: Wh.t i, the lir,t ,o„„d in the- word,?

Teacher: Mark off the letter which repre^nt, th'

<c)The initial position of m i, obtained from theword sheep. It i, developed, as above, in erand

f
"'™ " "« recognition of the new word9-\hutshop, sh.p. shot, shed, shod, shame, sh-ilk .hake

*"

(o) The ou/rf group.

Ear Appeal:

o'i'rS
""" '^^'-^^ »' the word,, would.

Sye Appeal:

comW

should.

IdT ""'"'" "" "*" -rd^ould.
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i

l|i

Seat Application:

(o) Pupils build a house with laying-sticks. (See

page 81 of this Manual.) Use cut up slips of

paper on which are written the words, would, could,

should, one group for each pupil.

(h) An extension of this exercise may be made by
having the pupils make the family name three

times, and then prefix the initial letters {u>, e, sh,)

with print letter-cards.

3. New family names and additional words learned:

(See page 92 of this Manual.)

(a) ag, eg, og, ug (ig is already known.)

ag fg •» og «J?

bag beg big bog bug
nag leg dig dog dug

"g peg fig fog hug
tag rig hog mug
wag wig log pig
stag rug

tug

plug.

(J) end {and is already known.)

and end

band bend

hand lend

land mend
aand send.

IV. 8igU Beading:

1. Stanza 8, Primer, page 16, furnishes an ideal exer-

cise in sight reading. It should be so treated.
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2. Make a thorough review of the words learned thus
far, giving special prominence to those learned in
the phonic exercises. Each teacher will be able to
supply those sentences that are best suited to the
needs and conditions of her own class.

PRIMEB 17

THE HORN
Once upon a time there was a horn.

It lived in a toy shop.
One day it said, " I will go and play with
LitUe Boy Blue."

It went out of the shop and down the road.
It met a drum.

*' Good morning," said the drum.
*' Where are you going?"

" I am going to play with Little Boy Blue.
Will you come too?" said the horn.

" Yes, I will," said the drum.
So the horn and the drum went to find Little
Boy Blue.

I. Neui Words:

1. shop, met.

2. Once, upon, time, lived, toy, with, road, drum,
morning, going, too. Yes, So, And, Soon, gun.

Nora.—In thi« and aneeeeding leaons the new words are
divided into two groups;

(o) The first gronp contains those words which the pnpil caa
recognize independently.

(») The second group contains those words which most b*
tanght IS light words.
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II. Method:

1. Drill on the words of group (1) abaTe.

2. Teach the words of group (2) as sight words.

3. Silent reading. Make this lesson a real exercise in

thought interpretation.

4. Drawing by pupils with crayons, to illustrate the

pictures they see in the story.

5. Oral discussion.

C. Expressive reading.

III. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these Tcnown

words as leey words.

gun -un

wheat -eat -ea -wh

grind -ind -gr

chick -ick -ch

soon -oon -oo.

3. (a) N'ew words which the pupil can recognize in-

dependently

—

Key Word Phonogram

gun -un with h, f, n, r, 8, sh

wheat -eat with h, m, n, 8

wheat -wh with en and ip

wheat -ea with p, 6, t

grind -ind Witll f, b, h, m, r, w
grind -gr with and, ay, and ip

chick -ick with 8, 1, p, t, w
chick -ch with at, ap, ip, op, ill. eat

-oon witli m, n
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)n -00 with t, m, c, and in the words

—

loop, root, hoop, Boot, coop,

shoot, boot, cool, pool,

school, food, roof, room,

hoof, poor, etc.

(h) New family names

—

(i) in and on (an, en, un, are already known.)

an en tn on nn
man men pin bun
pan den tin son
ran hen win fan
tan pen spin nun

plan ten grin ran
when fin spun.

(ii) am em im om urn

ham hem him Tom hum
ram stem dim sum
Sam rim chum
tam Tim plum.

(iii) eck and uch (ack, ick, ock, are already knOwn.)

-ack with t, b, 1, p, r, J, s, h, wh
-eck with n, d, p, ch, sp

-ick with s, 1, p, t, w, D, ch
-ock with 1, d, r, s, sh

-uck with d, 1.
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(c) Blended consonants—

""J' St, sp, and pi, m words.

st

stop

still

stem

step

stick

stuck

stack

steep

steam

stand

stoop

steel

stool

sp

spoon

spin

spun

speck

spot

spjll

spake

spit

spilt

sped

spool

«pend

speed

Pl

plan

plot

pluck

plant

plum

plump.

^oi2;::Ldt;ivt™r-'''-'^'*''*

llr'^Sh^"'^:
""'^ synthetically, beginning at the

hid h
' *'' P'"^'' *'•'»• 'rites op Thfre

Tho. .ho imVlz rs i; ; *r;,cases rords shoni,! K. - ,
orauy. In all

' snonid be pronounced as wholes.
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Soon they met a gvm " Wh-^-
going?" said the jnin " Tn ni -.t"

^^^
Boy Blue." ST; >.

^" P^^y with Little

"Willyo^'coreloo?" ""^ ^"' ^^ ^"^'"•

r^f^'^^^"." said the gun.

weSt!?fetrBo%irrA^^^
under a.e haystack, fa^i/"^ ^'"^ ^^

who will wake him'" aaiH fv.» i.„

;; J
will," said the d^."'^*^*^*'™-

^
I will," said the gun

I. i^^etp ITonfe.-

1. him.

2- -Vo, blew, londly, that, jumped,

n. Method:

FoUov the plan outlined under thi, l.»..i-
page 100 of this Manual.

'^'"^ °»

ni. Phonics:

'-Sa:t;tr-™,^'.--^the,e.„„«.
jump -ump .]•

toy -oy

road -oa.
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2. (a) New words which the pupil can recognize in-
dependently

—

Kej- Word Phonogram

jump -ump
jump

toy

road

with

-j with

J with

-oy with

-oa as in :

toad coal

load oats

coat oar

boat roam

goat

loam

Blended consonants

—

s

this Manual.)

si with ip, op, ap, at, ot, it, ed,

1, p, b, d, h, at, pi

am, et, ay, ig, og, ng
acl:, im, ill

I), j, n.

(b)

soap

roar

soar

loaf

loan

foam

toast

coast

boast

roast

moan
groan.

tr with

sn with

ay, ot,

aek, ust, eat, umpet
ap, ip, uff, ifiF, ake.

I— (See page 102 of

id, am, im
im, ip, ap, od, ick, uek.

(c) New family names

—

(i) ell (all and ai are known.)
all with b, c, f, h, t, w, at

ell with b, f, s, t, w, N,
ill with f. h.

sp

m, 8, w, B, St, sp, ch.

(ii) est. isi. ost, nst (ast is known.)
ast with f, c, 1,

est with b, r, p
"< with f, 1, n
ost with c, 1

««< with d.

m, p

m. T, g, tr.
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IV. Sight Reading:

Good-morning, Dan!
Will you come to the lake?
It is a good day for a swim.
The water will not be cold to-day.

May I go to the lake, Mother?

Mother:Yes, youmay go.

Dick
:

Did you see Tim and Don go by ?

lOS

I.Dick:

Dan:

Dan:

Dick:

Dan:

Dick:

Dan:

Yes, they went by at ten o'clock.
Will you help me pack my lunch?
What shall I take?

1 have bread and meat, buns and jam, and
pie.

I wish we could get some fish.

We could bake them on the sand.

It is a shame, Dan,
not to take your dog and gun.
We could shoot at the rats
that live in the old shack
near the lake.

I will
! That will be fun.

The shot is in the bag in the shed.

Dick: Come on, Dan. I am going now.

3- I see the moon,

And the moon sees mej
God bless the moon.
And God bless me.
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U.TTLF, BO-PEEP

19

Little Bo-Peep
Has lost her sheep,

And cannot tell

Where to find them.
Leave them alone,

And they will come
home.

And bring their tails

Behind them.

This little girl is Bo-Peep.
Do you see her shnep?

Where are the sheep?
The sheep are lost

Little Bo-Peep cannot
iind them.

What will little Bo-Peep do?

I. New Words:

1. lost, tell;

8. Bo-Peep, her, them. Leave, alone, bring, tails,
Behind, girl.

II. Method:

Stanza 1.

Stanza 2.

1. Teach the word, girl, as a sight word.

tTse Nursery Hhyme Method.
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TTI. Phonies:

I. Teach the following .onnd.. u>ing these l„o«,„Words M iey words-
market -ark -ar -k

cbm -or

her -er

gJri -ir

-nr.

*
1^1 h?"

P''"""'^'""''' "'*' '^' *. "nd "r, may betaught according to previous outlinesWr^ phonograms, er and .V, should be taught

' dX- ^
""* *' ""'" **" "^«"'" '"^*p«"-

(a) arl ar ar
•** CM lard^k tM hard
Btk itar card
'"* h«ip anil
w«k aharp farm
Pwk bam smart
•Pwk dam garden

(*) Of bom pork port
iorn fork gport
mora cork storm
*o™ for shorn

k

uk
mask

desk

dnak

ailk

kiss.

short

fort.
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(c) er

W

fern under primer reader

term butter Uller farmer

jerk better caller smarter

perch dinner winter darker

heiJ sister summer harder

after chapter shorter.

«ir bird shirt firm

flr first skirt whirl.

stir dirt chirp

fur furl surf

cur hurl turf burst.

purr turn hurt

cnrl bum chum

15

Present (a) as a unit, (6) as a unit, and (c) a!< a
unit.

(d) ami, ake, ow, ump

ame with a, d, f
, g, 1, n, t, eh

ake with 1, m, r, t, w, b, c, sp, an, sh

ow with c, b, h, m, r, pi, and in owl, howl,

fiower, shower

ump with b, d, h, 1, p, st, pi.

(e) Blended consonants

—

cr, cl, fl .

cr with op, am, ib, ack, ust, ock, own
d with ap, ip, od, ad, ick, ock, ock, ump,

amp, ear, own

fl with at, ed, ap, op, ag, it, ip, ash, esh, ush, ock,

ake, and in flicker, flutter.
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IV, Sight Reading:

Ftthn: Who wintt a «treet-car ridef
I do!

I do!

I do!

We do! Vie io, Daddy!
Who will pay for u»?
Who has the tickets?

Where shall we go?
Let us go to the park, Daddy.
Which car ihall we take?
See, the car is coming.

Btn it is.

irorman: May I stop the car, Daddy?
Will the car stop for me »

Flora: Oh! It is an open car.

I love open cars, don't you?
Father: Come on. Hurry np. Jump in.

Jean:

Bobert:

Flora:

All:

Norman

:

Flora:

Jean:

Bobert:

20 PBIMEB

OUR FLAG
This is our flag.

It is the Union Jack.
The flag is red, white, and blue.
The red says, " Be brave!"
The white says, " Be pure !"

The blue says, " Be true !"

Our soldiers fought
for this flag in the Great War.
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11:

I. ytw Wordi:

1. iag, for.

8. our, tJnion, white, layi, Be, brtr*, pun, true,

oldien, fonght, Wtr.

IT. MttKod:

1. Dril an the known worda found on thii page, giving

pec. emphuii to the wordi, flag, for.

8. Te«ch worde of grtup (8) above, u sight wordi.

3. TJie leseon a* an ezerciie in eight reading.

III. Phoniet:

1. Teach the following abundt, niing these Inown
words as kiy words

—

brave

pure

white

-ave

-nre

-ite.

t. (a) New words which the pupil can recognize inde-

pendentljr

—

ave with p, c, w, g, s, sh, gr

ure with c

ite with b, m, sp.

(ft) New family names

—

»ad, tak, tai, tarn, tan, tap, tot

ead with b, 1, r, pi

eak with b, 1, p, w, sp, cr, en

eal with h, m, p, s, st

earn with b, st
a

ean with b, 1, m, d
eap with h, 1, r, ch

ear with d, f, h, n, r, t, sh, sp, cl.
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(0 Blended conion«nt»—&r, */, mc, ter

br with an, tg, ow, Ick.'tki, *d, oom
W with ot, acic, oclc, Mt, ame, end
0 with um, an
•cr with ap, earn, een, eech, ipt

IV. Sigkt Btading:

Jetn: Here we are at the park I

Norman: Daddy! Let u. go to the pond.

.?' r* '

^' ''* *° «* *• >""• duck, and
the nsh.

Let ua run. I can get there flrrt

^ne, two, three, go! Now, don't fall in.
I told you I could win.

/c«-cream; Ice-cream! Pop-corn!
May we have some. Daddy ? Do get n. wme.
Pleaee do. Please do, Daddy.
I love ice-cream.

The sun is going down now. We must go
home. "

Here is the car. Co-Tie on. Hnriy ap
Jomp in.

Bobert:

Father:

Bohert:

Han:

Flora:

All:

Flora:

Father:

PBIMBB

FIVE LITTLE BIRDS

• We are little birds.
One, two, th.-ee, four, five.

We are five little birds.
Five little birds can fly.

Five little birds can sing.

«i
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One little bird sings,
" How do you do?"

And one little bird sings,
" I like you."

And one little bird sings,
" A crust, if you please."

And one little bird sings,
" I like cheese."

And one little bird sings,
" South we must fly."

So one, two, three, four, five

Little birds sang,
" Good-bye, good-bye."

I. New Words:

1. W>, birds, bird, How, crust, if, please, must.

8. three, four, five, sing, sings, like, cheese, south, sang.

II. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these hnown
words as key words

—

sang -ang

sing -ing

south -ou -th (breath)

that -th (voice).

2. New family names

—

(a) ang engang

sang

bang

vng ong ung

sing sling song hung

wing swing long lung
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''»ng king cling gong rung
«"« ring fling gtrong 6tung

(i) AVords having phonogram, ou—
out our, sour, scour, ilour, scout, stout,
spout, shout, about, sprout, trout, loud
count house, mouse, cloud, proud, aloud!
ground.

(c) Words having phonogram, th (breath)-
path lath, moth, cloth, bath, thin, thumb,
thick, south, mouth, fifth.

Words having phonogram, th (voice)—
that, this, they, them, then, with, bathe,
smooth.

(d) The words, length, strength, may now be
recognized mdependently .nd placed wi^
words of 2 (a) above.

(e) New family names-

link

brink

think

drink

onjr ^1^
donkey sunk

trunk

drunk.

ani;

sank thank

bank plank

tank crank

blank drank

blanket Prank

spank

(/) Blended consonants—*m, br, gl
am with ell, elt, ut, art, 00k, ack
br w^h ing, ag, ink, ake, eed. ood, oom, im, own
gl with ad, ee, oom, earn, nm.

inh

sink

wink

mink

pink

rink
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III. Sight Reading:

OVEB IN THE MEADOW

Ov$r in the meadov
In the sand, in the sun,

Lived an old mother-toad

And her little toadie one.

"Wink," said the mother;
" I wink," said the one.

So she winked and she blinked,

In the sand, in the sun.
I

Over in the meadow,

Where the stream runs blue,

Lived an old mother-fish

And her little fishes two.

"Swim," said the mother;

"We swim," said the two;
So they swam and they leaped.

Where the stream runs blue.

Over in the meadow.
In a hoh in a tree.

Lived a mother blue-bird

And her little blue-birds three,
" Sing," said the mother,

"We sing," said the three;

So they sang and were glad.

In the hole in the tree.

—Olive A. Wadtworth
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^^ PHIMKE

One, two, three, four little ducks,
and two little chickens.

One little chicken peeps,
" How do you do?"

And one little duck quacks,
"I'll chase you!"

Another little duck quacks,
"Hear me talk!"

Another little duck quacks,
"See me walk!"

Another little duck quacks,
"Watch me swim!"

And one little chicken peeps.
"Don't go in!"

I. NetB Words:

1. ducks, chickens, chicken, peeps, Another, Hear.

8. quacks, chase, talk, walk. Watch.

II. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these Icnown
words as hey words

quacks -qu (sound is shortened, tightened koo)
other -other.

lis
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k

it

eek as in

eel as in

eep as in

eem an in

eer as in

cen as in

2. (o) Words developed from qu and other—
qu, with een, ick, eer, it, ite. and in quiet

other, in mother, brother, smother, another.

(6) New family names

—

eet as in beet, feet, meet, street, sheet,

fleet, greet

eed aa in deed, feed, heed, need, reed,

weed, speed, breed, greed

week, meek, seek, creek

heel, feel, peel

' deep, peep, weep, steep, sleep,

creep

seem

deer, beer, steer, queer, cheer

green, screen, queen.

(c) Emphasize the visual representation of the long

vowel sounds in the following groups

—

(i) he, me, we, be, she, the

(ii) no, so, go, ho, Oh, 0.

(d) Blended consonants

—

dr, sir, sh

dr as in drum, dray, drug, drake,

drink, druggist

str as in strut, strap, strip, strand,

struck, street, stronger,

strength, stringing

ak as in skirt, sky.

III. Sight Reading:

Two men met by the way.

One was lame; one was blind.

" I wish I cotdd walk," said one.
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" I wish I could see," said the other.

" I cannot see the way to go," said the blind man.
" I can see the way," said the lame man ; " but T

cannot walk."

" Get on my back," said the blind man;
" I will be legs for you

;

yuu will be eyes for me."

So loth went on their way.

PBIMEIl 23

See the people running!
Why are they running?
They are shouting, too.

What are they shouting?

Oh, hear the bells ringing!

What is the matter?
Why, don't you know? It is a fire

!

Look ! There it is, down there

!

Here comes the fire engine.

How fast the horses go

!

Let us go, too.

I- New Words:

1. running. Why, shouting. Oh, be''8, ringing, matter,
don't, Here, comes. Let, us

2. people, know, fire. Look, engine.

n. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these knoum
words as key words

—

know -ow kn-

look .ook.
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2. (a) Words having phonogram, ow—
TOW, low, crow, slow, blow, grow, show, flow,

snow, throw, window, own, sown, grown.

shown, thrown, bowl, lower, elbow, pillow,

follow, hollow, shadow.

(b) Words having phonogram, Icn—
knee, kneel, knelt, knit, knot, knob, knock,

knocking, knapsack.

(c) Words having phonogram, ooh—
book, cook, hook, took, nook, brook, crook,

shook.

{d) Phonogram, ood, related to phonogram, ooit

—

hood, wood, stood, good, woodpecker,

(e) Words having the same vowel sound as oo in

look

—

put, pull, full, puss, bush, push, foot, wool.

(/) Phonogram, ild, related to phonogram, old—
old cold Ud
older colder child

oldest coldest wild

folder scold mild

holder goldfish milder.

(g) Blended consonants

—

pr, fr, gr, tie

pr with im, op, od, oud, int, ank, ay, eadi

fr with tj, ill, et, ost, ock, eak, ame

gr with in, ip, and, eed, oan, eet, owl, are, ist

BW with im, am, eet, ing, lug, ift, eep, ept.
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k>

k.

lir. Sight Reading

First Hoy:

Second Boy;

Third Boy:

Fourth Boy:

Third Boy:

First Boy:

Second Boy:

24

Look, boys ! Look np there

!

Do you see the sign in the window ?

Lostl What is lost?

Let us go and see.

Read what it says, Dick.

You can read the best.

I can't read it all.

It is a dog that is lost.

It is Jack Snow's dog.

I know that dog. Don't you ?

He is a small white dog
with a black spot on his head.

Isn't that too bad?

We will see if we can find it

Come on, boys.

PBIMEH

WHO AM I?

You may hear me call,

but no one has ever seen me.
I fly kites for boys.

I play with the leaves.

I scatter the seeds of plants.
I rock the bird in her nest
I move clouds across the sky.
I toss ships on the sea.

I am now hot, now cold.

I am now strong, now weak.
Who am I?
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I. .Vein Wordt:

1. may, call, kites, boys, scatter, secda, plants, neat,

clouds, sky, ships, sea, now, cold, hot, strong, weak.

2. ever, move, across, toss

TT. Phonics:

1. Teach the following smiml. using this l-noutt

word as I'ey word

—

toss -09S.

2. (a) New family names

—

(i) ass, ess, iss, uss

ass with 1, iin, p, gr, cl, br, gl

ess with B, 1, m, dr, bl, ch, str, and in

kindness, fondness, endless, need-

less, sleepless

iss with k, m, h, bl

OSS with t, 1, b, m, cr, fl, gl

uss with f and m.

(ii) af, iff, off. uff

afl with ch, st

iff with t, st, sn, cl, sk

off with d, sc

uff with m, h, p, st, sn, fl, gr.

(h) Words ending in le—
apple candle pebble cripple puddle

ankle handle steeple tinkle bundle

maple mantle people trickle purple

sample marble thimble sprinkle uncle

crackle paddle dimple pickle grumble

cattle startle fiddle shingle stumble

battle needle little bottle cuddle,

rattle kettle ripple
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III. Sight Reading;

" I am stronger than you are," ^laid the wind to the

sun.

" What can yon do?" asked the sun.

" I can make that man take oS his cloak.

Can you do that?"

" Let us try," said the sun.

The wind blew and blew and blew.

But the man .Irew his cloak closer about him.

"Now I will try," said the sun.

" It is getting hot," said the man

;

and he let^is cloak fall off.

—Adapted from .Ssop

PRIMER

THE HORSE AND THE GOOSE
This is a horse and this is a goose.

The horse looks at the goose.

The goose looks at the horse.

The goose speaks to the horse.

This is what she says:

am better than you.

can walk on the ground like

you.

can fly in the air like a bird.

can swim in the water like a

Ash.

am as good as a horse.

am as good as a bird.

26

"I
I

I

I

I

I

I am as good as a fish.'
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I. New Word*:

1. hone, gooM, •pe»lw, better, than, ground, fiih.

3. air, u.

II. Phoniet:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these known

words as key words-
water wa-

walk -alk

pail -ai.

8. (a) New words which the pupil can recognize inde-

pendently

—

I

(i) Words having phonogram, wa—
water, wash, was, wall, want, wand,

watch, walnut.

(ii) Words having phonogram, alk—

walk, talk, chalk.

(iii) Words having phonogram ai—
pail, sail, fail, hail, mail, rail, tail,

,
wail, snail, trail, paid, maid, laid,

raid, braid, claim, pain, gain, lain,

main, rain, stain, chain, drain, grain,

strain, plain, Spain, train, brain, bait,

air, fair, hair, pair, chair, stair, sail-

ing, mailing, raining.

(6) Long vowel so. nds, with flmii E, as in known

words, came, here, time, home, pure—
(i) Long vowel sound A, with final E

—

came, same, fame, lame, name, shame,

flame, cape, shape, grape, pare, glare,
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Kite, rate, cake, bake, lake, make,
rake, take, wake, lane, pane, icrape,

•tare, mare, late, akate, atake, ahake,
apake, make, flake, brake, drake,

mane, cane, plane, ahare, spare, hate,

plate, made, fade, ahade, apade, blade,
tale, male, stale, care, flare, scare,

mate, grate,

(ii) Long vowel sound E, with final E—
here, theae, cashmere,

(iii) Long vowel sound I, with final E—
bite, dine, pine, slide, wide, flfo, mito,
fine, wine, hide, glide, life, apite, line,

spine, ride, stride, knife, shine, mine,
brine, tide, wife, strife, kite, tripe,

pie, tie, lie, die, while, stile, mire,
wire, chime, mile, wipe, quire, strike,

slime, pile, fire, spire, like, dime,
smile, hire, tire, spike, time.

(it) Long vowel sound 0, with final E—
cone, coke, choke, hole, home, core,

snore, close, tone, poke, smoke, mole,
mope, sore, nose, hose, bone, joke,
spoke, pole, rope, tore, rose, those,
stone, broke, stroke, stole, store, pose,
note, hope, more, wore, toe, hoe, foe,

shore.

(t) Long vowel sound XJ, with final E—
pure, tube, cute, cure, mule, blue,

tune, cube, duke.

Nora.—mere long lists of words oeenT, it ia not advisable
to use every word.
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III. Sight Blading:

1. Once I Mw • little 'jird

Come Hop, hop, hop.

So I Mid, " Little bird.

Will yott atop, stop, •top?''

I wti going to the window

To «ay "How do you do?"

But he shook his little tall,

And far away he flew.

86 PRIMER

This is what the horse says

to the goose

:

"It is trueI—
You can walk on the ground.

You can fly in the air.

You can swim in the water.

But—
You cannot walk as well as a

horse.

You cannot fly as well as a bird.

You cannot swim as well as a

flsh.

I cannot fly in the air.

I cannot swim in the water.

Bxxi—
I can walk well upon the ground.

And I would rather do one thing

well than be a goose in more
ways than one!"

II ii-
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I. New Wordt:

cinnot, well, lathcr, more, w«yi, thing.

II, Phonics:

1. Word* in which i hia the «oui.

(o) Words ending in f

—

i» pie> dies growa
his ties flies

has tries skies

u cries spies

was lies toes

snows

blows

throws

things

of *—

boys

girls

dollx

toys

birds

bees

trees

clouds

teaches

dresses.

praise

because

pause

cheese

choogc.

(ft) Words ending in te—
these chose tease

those close please
rose prose wise
hose nose use

pose ease raise

2- (a) Words in which final E does not lengthen the
vowel sound

—

have, live, give, are, were, there, done,
none, gone, move, prove.

(ft) Words containing the phonogram, ove. as in
tnown word, love—

TXT a- I. „ .
doTe, above, glove, shove.

III. Stght Reading:

1. The wind blows east.

The wind blows west;

The blue eggs in the robin's nest
Will soon have wings and beak and breast.
And flutter and fly away.

—Longfellow
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THE LITTLE PLANT
In the heart of a seed,

Buried deep, so deep,
A dear little plant
Lay fast asleep.

"Wake!" said the sunshine,
" And creep to the light"

"Wake!" said the voice
Of the raindrops bright.

The little plant heard,
And it rose to see

What the wonderful world
Outside might be.

I. New Words:

1. seed, deep, dear, lay, sunshine, creep, raindrops.
Outside.

2. heart, Buried, light, voice, bright, heard, rose, won-
derful, world, might.

II. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these inoien
words as key words

—

voice -oi -ce v-

light -ight

world wor-
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2- (a) Words having phonogram ,„

coin boil coil, spoil, ; .oil, broiimf moist
hoist, ointment. '

(*) Words having phonogram v-
van vat, vest, vast, vine, vase, vote, veal,>a.n, verse, cave, pave, shave, stove, drove
hive, strive, drive.

'

(c) Words having phonogram, ce-

Z in
'r''"'''P'''''''™-'«P''«' grace,m ice, mice, rice, spice, twice, slice,

price.

«nce in dance, prance, lance, chance, dis-
tance.

ence in fence, pence, hence, whence, ab-
sence, presence,

wee in since, mince, prince, quince.

Other words ending in ce~

s/rctcror'"^"^^'^—

-

cent, city, circus, circle, cinders, Cinderella,

(e) Words having phonogram, ight—

S ^ir s:;
^'^-"-

«"ght slight brighter
"ght delight sunlight
Dight daylight moonlight
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(/) Words having phonogram, wor—
world, word, work, worst, worth, worry,

worm.

III. night Reading:

HALF-PAST EIGHT

Said little Ted, " When I'm a man-
It's very long to wait

—

But then I'm going to buy a clock

Without a half-^ist eight.

" I'd have such gbod times right along

From breakfast until late,

If our big clock went on and on

And skipped that half-past eight.

" But almost every morning now

I hear Mamma or Kate

Call, ' Ted ! ifs nearly time for school.

Make haste, it's half-past eight P

" And in the evening it's the same.

Or worse. I know I hate

To have papa say, ' Bedtime, Ted,

Look there—ifs half-past eight!'

" Now, when I get to school to-day.

First thing 111 take my slate.

And make a picture of a clock

That has no half-past eight!"

—Anon
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MY LITTLE GARDEN
I have a little garden,
And every summer day

I dig it well, and rake it well,
And pull the weeds away.

I have a little garden,
And every summer night

I water all the pretty flowers.
And watch them with delight.

•

In my little garden
I have a little walk;

I take my sisters by the hand.
And there we go and talk.

Busy bees come humming by.
To gather honey sweet

;

And singing birds look in to see
What they can get to eat.

•

I. New Words:

1. have, garden summer, dig, rake, pull, weed,, night,
flower,, dehght. take, aisters, bees, humming/gather
sweet, singing. * '

8. every, pretty, Busy, honey.

129
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mi

[I. Phonics:

1. Teach the following sounds, using these known

words AS key words

—

wonderful -fnl

every -y.

2. (o) Words having phonogram, ful—
cupful playful spoonful beautiful

joyful hopeful glassful spiteful

careful pailful cheerful plentiful

painful haijdful shtmeful powerful.

(6) Words ending in y (short)

—

party dusty many curly carry forty

daily any merry very holly chimney

every happy cherry jolly thirty berry

sorry bunny lucky twenty cranky jelly

candy empty dainty sleepy fairy rainy

dairy plenty pretty dirty milky fifty

Henny Penny Ducky Lucky Hickory Dickory

w

(c) Words containing s—
size gaze buzz breeze

prize haze buzzing freeze

doze blaze whiz sneeze

froze graze whizzing wheeze

zig-zag squeeze

(d) Words containing g (soft)

—

Tom, gentle, germ, George, magic, angel, mar-

gin, danger, uianger, stranger, ginger.
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(e) AVords ending in ge

131

age change hinge

<^age range fringe

large strange plunge
dodge porridge lounge

odge

ledge

hedge

wedge

bridge

judge

badge

huge.

(/) Words containing x

box was six foxes
fox tax

vex lax

sixty

sixteen

boxes

veier.

III. Sight Reading:

Margaret loves her pretty doves.

See
! They fly down to her.

They light on her head

and on her arms and shoulders.

They are all around her.

Margaret has some corn and oats

for her doves.

Listen ! " Coo-coo ! Coo^coo

!

How do .you do?" say the doves.
" Come, pretty doves ! Come.
Here is some com for you.

Dear little Cream White, come to me.
Yes, Glisten, Fan Tail, and Tumbler, you may come

too."

" Coo-coo ! Coo-coo 1" they say.
" We thank you."
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t'i

PRIMER

" This stocking is full," said

Santa Glaus

—

" As full as it can be."

A mouse sat licking his little paws,

Not far from the Christmas tree.

He saw and heard old

Santa Claus,

Then he ran across the floor

And said, " Jupt let my try,

because

I'm sure I can put in more."

Old Santa Claus laughed and
shook l;iis head,

" You cannot do it, I know;"
But mousie gnawed and gnawed

and gnawed,

And put a hole in the toe.

29

THE CHILD AND THE STAR

Bright little star,

Shining afar,

Tell me, I pray.

What means Christmas Day?
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Christmas

la a son.

The sweet

my child,

song from above,

reet, happy song
Of God's great love,

I. New Words:

1. stocking, full, mouse, licking, from. Just, let, try,
because, I'm, shook, mousie, head, hole, toe, Bright
star, Shining, afar, happy, God's, love, pray, means,
child, song, above, sweet.

8. Santa Claus, paws, saw, floor, sure, laughed, gnawed.

TI. Phonics:

Teach the following sounds, using these known
words 86 key words

—

Santa Claus -au

saw -aw

langh -gh

gnaw gn-

(a) Words having phonograms, au and aw—
au in cause, pause, because, Maud, Paul
aw in paw, raw, awl," shawl, straw, flaw, claw,

draw, claws, paws, draws, lawn, yawn,
yawning, awning, drawl, drawls.

(i) Words ending in the phonogram, gh, having
the sound of /

—

laugh, rough, tough, enough, cough, trough.

(c) Word', containing the phonogram, ph. having
the sound of /

—

telephone, alphabet, Philip, elephant, camphor,
telegraph.
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III. Sight Reading:

1. TDK BHOKEN DOLL

All the bells were ringing,

All the birds were singing,

When Molly sat down crying

For her broken doll.

0, yon silly Moll

!

Sobbing and sighing

For a broken doll,

When all the bells are ringing,

And all the birds are singing.

—Christina Rossetti

X. DEAB LITTLE DOLLY BABT

This is the dolly that I love best;

This is the way that she likes to rest,

Here in my arms in her white gown dreued.

Dear little dolly baby.

Hush-a-bye ! Hush-a-bye

!

Dear little dolly, rock-a-bye

!

Hush-a-bye ! Hush-a-bye

!

Sweet little dolly baby.

Singing so softly, I lay her here

;

Speak very gently ; she'll wake, I fear I

I must be working, but I'll be near.

Dear little dolly baby!

—Harriet L. Orove

From "Holiday Songs," by Emilie PouUton

Note.—For method aee page 88 of this Manaal, also Chapter ZI.
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PRIMER

THE UMBRELLA
The rain is raining all arcund,

It falls on field and tree,

It rains on the umbrellas here
And on the ships at sea.

13S

31

It is raining all around.
Who has an umbrella?

"I have," said the lark;
And he flew under a leaf.

"I have," said the spider;
And he crept under a stone.

"I have," said the bee;
And he went into a flower bell.

" I don't want one," said the goose;
And she ran out into the rain.

T. New Words:

1. raining, around,

spider, crept, stone, bee

3. field, flew.

falls, umbrellas, here, lark, leaf,

, flower, bell.
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II. Phonici:

1. Teach the following lonndi, nting thaie inown
words as key words

—

field -ie

flew -ew

they -ey.

8. (a) Words having phonogram, m—
field pier grief

shield fierce chief

piece brief

niece thief.

1

(6) Words having phonogrdio, ea—
new mew stew

few pew knew

dew newspaper.

(c) Words having phonogram, ey

—

they, grey, obey.

(d) New phonogram, ei, related to ej/—
reindeer sleigh eight weight
rein skein eighteen neigh

vein weigh eighty neighbour.

ITI. Sight Reading:

THE RAINBOW

Boats sail on the rivers,

And ships sail on the seas.

But clouds that sail across the skies

Are prettier than these.
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There are bridges on the riTere,
A» pretty M you pleue;
But the bow that bridgea heaven, .

And overtop* the trees.

And buildt a roof from earth to aky,
I« pretUer far than theie.

—Chrittina RoutUi

*• XHB SANDMAN

When I climb into bed at night,
I shut my eyes up very tight.

And listen for the Sandman.

They say I mustn't take one peek.
They say I mustn't ever speak.
If I would catch the Sandman.

But then I always go to ileep.

Before I hear him come creep—creep,
I've never seen the Sandman.

—Rott Brooks
N0Tr.-p<„ method «o page 88 of thi. M«.«.l, .1.0 Chapter XI.

137
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j

UKXKHAh SUUOKSTIONS

Pp. 33-34. The story furniahea auittblo material for

variuuB forma of aelf-expreasion.

Mediuma—plasticine, crayola, charcoal, to b«

uaed in picturing parts of the lesson.

Pp. 35-36. See Chapter IX—Dramatization.
Encourage variety in choice of parts. In
dramatizing, the teacher should be the guide,

but she should render herself unnecessary as

soon as possible, and allow the play to be

managed by the pupils.

P. 37. The pupils may make in plasticine the
" snug little house " and its characteristic

qualities.

Pp. 40-41. The pupils may draw pictures that will tell

parts of the story. They may colour outline

pictures prepared by the teacher.

P. 46. The Little Roie-Bush.

A beautiful poem for memorization. See

page 88 of this Manual.

Pp. 47-48. The story furnishes opportunity for expres-

sion in modelling, drawing, and free-cutting.

Pp. 49-63. Words having the phonogram ng, in which

g is sounded in each of the syllables:

hungry angry stronger strongest

younger youngest finger language

longer longest hunger jingle.



p. 84.

Pp. 85-88.

OENEBAL 8DO0E8TIONB

Pp. 63-64

Pp. 68-69.

Pp. 70-72.

isg

Ree.ll Twinkle. Twinkle. LittU Star; Star

Word, in Primer ending i„ .rf, h.ving «„.,

huffed puffed asked waahed

^f pa«8ed looked walked
laughed jumped rapped hopped
barked scratched kicked talked.

The Three Little Pigs i, an English folktale,nwh,eh weak domestic animals overcome
the cunn.„g of wild enemies. Note the
device of pleasing repetition.

Jords^in Primer ending in .i, having flna,

stayed pulled

played gnawed
filled killed

climbed brayed

scared begged
tied cried

Words ending inmJ, J silent:

crumb Iamb thumb
l.mb climb dumb,
comb

Words having the phonogram aught:
Mught taught

daughter naughty.
This "cumulative" tale is of a type eane-
"ally good for the weaker readers. Selfi

growled

lived

opened

crowed

learned

called

pleased

dived

mewed

praised

smiled.
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expression in modelling and in free-cutting

of—the boy, the old woman, the old man,

the cow, the dog, etc.

Tell the English folk tale—Johnny Cake.

Pp. 79-80. Tell other stories in which small creatures

outwitted larger animals, as "How Did He
Do Itr' The Tar Baby of the Uncle Bemua
narratives, and the Norse Tale

—

Three BUly

OoaU Oruff.

Pp. 82-83. Words having the phonogTum, ought:

thought
^

bought brought.

Pp. 85-86. Words having the phonogram tcr:

wrote write. wrist wrong

wren wreck wrap wreath.

Pp. 88-90. Teach The Firefly Song, and the Raiiibow

and ilfoon poems.

CHAPTER VII

m^

M.

PHONIC DRILL

An accomplished reader apprehends new words as

wholes or by syllables, without a conscious recognition

of the individual letter sounds. It is only when the spell-

ing is exceptional that the functions of individual letters

are considered. That the pupils may early acquire the

requisite promptness and certainty in apprehending new

words, systematic daily drill is necessary. For this

purpose the teacher will find it useful to build up
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^^^

8 phonic chart each year with her class. A cream orwh.te w,ndow.bli„d mouuted on a HarUhorn roTer wilbes serve the purpose, though manilla paper wild
Materials required will be paper for the chaVt 7mL i
paper for letter^^ds, and'a'brush andt 'atk fomarking the chart. A letter-<«rd when made wouM
appear thus: 0. This card may be placed before or
after the phonogram so that the letter appears as part of
the word, thus: Qat, seeQ. There should be a card
for each important consonant sound, whether renre-

should be bm as the sounds are taught and the work pro-
ceeds, and will serve as a record of phonic work and L adevice for drill. It should be arranged in six columns and
have at the foot a list of consonant sounds written down assoon as they are taught. The following illustrations will
show the appearance of the chart at three different stages

-niTrpl'/'"" ^''ir-
P"^ ''^' ^''- -- •a-

five ToL' ""
•

"^^ ^""^'^ "* '^' ^'"^ "' the first

column s^T.^t "*"""'"* "^°^ ^'""<''- Th« "'^h

unt? h. K 1
'* '"^ ''"'^ ^"'^^l ^o""^' «t the topnntil they have been taught.

lie chart, if used for rapid drill daily before the

tance. n,, drill should be based largely on %) recoir-nmng phonograms at sight-<,.^. ai al, ap la)
form words-bag, «at, plan, trap, etc. (see page «.-! ofhs Manual)

:
and (.) sounding consonants an'd blendingthem-m, n, s, sn, sm, etc. (see page 108 of this Manual)
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Chart just begun—(Primer, page 12)

a e o u

ig ay

at ot

en

np

p, c, 1, d, n, m

Chart more advanced— (Primer, page 14)

a e i U

ay

at et ot ut ee

an en

m
op up

y

ow

ack

and

p, c. 1. d. n , m. h. t,b. g> 8
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Chart still more advanced-(Primer, page 18)

M3

a e i u

ag eg ig og ug ay
at et ot ut ee
an en in on un y
ap

ip op up ow
all ell ill

ca
ack eck ick ock uck 00
and end

oy
ad ed id od ud oa
ast est ist ost ust

am em im cm um

ump

P. c, 1, d, n, m, h, t. b, g. g, r, f, w, sh, wh,

p, ch, st, pi, sp, j, si, tr, sn.

The order may be varied and the list extended at will.

A new chart should be begun and built up with everv;;ew class. The chart loses it. usefulness unleT itH.mngjh.ng. growing with the knowledge of pronL'V
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Instead of the chart, the teacher may write out on

the black-board the different " word families," thus—(See

Phonics, Chapter VI.)

am at ap

flam b«t cap

ham cat fi«P

j«n fat lap

/am hat map

Sun mat nap

Fat wp
«at

1

sap

tap.

etc.

As many of these families are placed on the board as

possible. These word lists may be used for oral class

drills, but it will also be found profitable to use them as

a substitute for desk work, the weaker pupils especially

being sent to the black-board to spell all the words

phonically.

These word lists are left on the board for daily drill

until thoroughly mastered, when other and more difficult

lists are substituted, until all the phonograms and con-

sonants have been drilled upon in all possible combina-

tions. If black-board space is not available, excellent

results can be obtained by writing the lists in large

characters on large sheets of paper. It will be found con-

venient to fasten these sheets to a roller over which they

may be thrown when they have been read.

For other drill devices, see Chapter VIII.
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CHAPTEU VIII

DEVICES FOR PBIMARY BEADINO

PURPOSE

It i8 well to remind the teacher that a device is usefulnot so much to keep the pupil occupied as to t«n l!
'

^miy occupied. Thos^ J^en he^ha, had?„ ^t.cal tnal m the class-room, but the teacher should seectand use them with discretion. They are intend^ t
^

merely suggestive. The most eLwe t^Sf,^hose developed by a thoughtful teacher from h7r „^experience. Many of the devices require adaptatTon tomee the conditions of the school or the interest felt bvth^pupJs i^ s.me special occurrence. Before adoSga^dence the teacher should consider whether it could not be

^:->n. It s^o intn^r V""' " ™" P""""" WHoa-

ohtamed from a good primary periodical.

CLASS WORK DEVICES

inches.^'o"S rrd""'
"*T*

'"" •"*"' "^ «>"*

in clear I.rJ l .
"' '""^ ^""P* """y ''^ ''"ttenin clear, large characters with a crayon or a brush. These
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mg the words, girl, dog, cat, etc.; and over the word,
jump, the cards bearing the w'ords, run, hop, sltip, etc.
Have these sentences read. A pupil may talte the teachers'
place in arranging the cards to form new sentences. In-
crease the length and compleiity of the sentences accord-
ing to the ability of the pupils.

2. Occasionally, when discussing some story which has
been told or read to the pupils or something they have
done, such as preparing their garden, attending the fair,
etc., vary the oral questioninR and answering by writing
questions on the black-board which the pupils are expected
to answer in complete statements. Only known words or
word groups or easy phonetic words should be used.

3. Exercises such as those following will help the pupils
to read with suitable emphasis

:

(o) Write elliptical sentences on the black-board, such
as, Tom's dog is . . . Tom is a . . . boy. The
pupils supply suitable words to complete the sentence.
One will read: Tom's dog is cross. Others describe
him as big, black, etc. Each pupil naturally wanhasizea
his own idea,

(5) Tell a story leading up to the expression of some
strong feeling. Write sentences expressing the emotion,

and have these read. For example, a story is told of a
little girl who touched a hot iron. The teacher then re-

marks, "This is what Mary said: '0, Mother, I have
burned my hand.'" Similarly, other sentences may be
developed, such as: I am so glad to see you. I want
mother loaf, Billy. Run and catch the baker. Be quick
or he will get away. It is important that the sentences
should be short and simply worded, that the thought may
be grasped quickly.
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(c) Sentences eipressing contrasted ideas may be wd:
(i) My apple is sweet.

Your apple is sour.

(ij) The butcher sells meat.
The baker sells bread.

... T» Y^^ ' ""'**"* "'"**'"* "» the black-board, such
«.: ns boy, v,ent to the fair on Tuesday. HavetS
readings, placing the emphasis successive^ on el wordor word group. For example, a pupil is «kedTZtM to make clear that it w«, not the girU that went, ^r tha^

anLoUrL'"
^-""^ *'* '"'' "' *^«* ''^ -"t to the /«and not to the piente. etc. Pupils trained thus soon erasD

nhTo'rai ir"""'- r"-
*•"' """'- «ff-tivritS

01 ineir oral reading much simpler.

4. Have two lists of words written on the black-board

sheep

eowt

dogs

fish

etc.

bari

bleat

swim

moo

etc.

One pupil points to sheep, another to bleat. Two otherpupils succeed them, and so on.
^wo other

5. Pupils may play store. The store-keener has .

Otters ''; f'"^^ '"""*^^ '" *« -chSm etc

SleTthrwi* tot;''^^"*
^^^ -'^"' "-^^ «•«
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I

6. Cards displaying the names of objects, colours,

pupils, or action words, are shown at the front of the

room. A pupil touches an object, performs an action, etc.

Selected pupils compete to be the first to hold up the right

card. The winner then succeeds the first pupil. This game
may be varied by having the first pupil touch the card

and the others find the right object.

7. When a number of action words, such as hop, skip,

run, etc., have been taught, but the names of some objects

in the class-room have yet to be learned, they may be

taught as follows: The teacher writes the sentence: Run
to the chair, (table, etc.). The last word, cAair, is written

within or below a simple drawing of a chair. It will soon

be found that the drawing can be omitted.

8. Encourage the pupils to "surprise" the class by
showing new words they have learned at home. They may
point out the new words in books, write them on the
board, or show the objects or pictures, and have the teacher

write the words. Many wbrds may be quickly learned in

this way.

9. "Fruit Basket" Game-
Each pupil on the circle gets a slip of paper bearing

one or more words. The teacher holds a slip bearing all

the words. One pupil stands in the centre with no slip.

The teacher calls wcrdg contained on two or more slips,

for example, run, and desk. The pupils holding the

slips with these words must change places, while the pupil
in the centre tries to seize one of the vacant places. The
pupil who loses his place surrenders his slip and goes to

the centre. The pupil who fails to respond promptly
through not knowing the word drops out of the circle for

a few turns, and then comes back for another chance.
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10. Pupils enjoy a<tinff as the teac-her, in testing tl.e

rhjrmea, etc. A favourite method is for the "teacher" topomt to the word and call on a pupil to U3e it in . s^
er.I^Ln^f""'* r*"""*' "'y ^ distributed among «v.eral pup.l, each receiving a word or word group. The
P»p.b who hold the slips are sent in turn to stand Sihy s,de before the class and display their carS. Thother pup,Is watch the sentence being built up and strive
to be the^first ready to read it aloud. A variation of Wsdcv.ce ,s to hand out the sections of the sentence, n anyorder, to pupils standing in a row before the class. The

Wa k-boari and selected pupils try to arrange the pim the nght order to present the sentence.

of an object for its name, in a sentence written for read-ing from the black-board.

hJ!'
?'*""=''" """y d"'^ « fi«h-pond on the black-

boa d. In this she writes the words to be used in the
drill. These represent fish which the pupils "catch" bynaming the words. These are then erased or scored out

the nl Ak t" ''""'' """y '"'^ W'^tions ofthe p an of this device adapted to the locality or to speciaoccasions For example, i„ the fall the words i^pr'^nt
ftuit or leaves to be picked from a tree, pumpkins to beloded into or taken from a wagon, apples to be packed
into a box, dishes to be set upon a table, etc.

When a fire has occurred, draw a picture of a burning
building and a street leading to it. The pupils run tothe fire by reading words written on the way thither, or
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•ave people or article, in danger by reading and eraiing
the names written over the house.

The country fair suggests many available thingi, a
merry-go-round (drawn on the black-board with words
written in for passengers), ice-cream cones, a man telling
baUoons (the words for drill are written on the balloons),
etc.

14. Draw a picture of a railway-track with stations.
Write words on the stations. A pupil acts ai conductor
and calls the stations.

16. Draw a picture of Ssveral mail boxes.
(a) Write the words for drill on the boxes. The

"postman" names the "owners" of the boxes.
(i) Have a supply of cards with the same word*

as those appearing on the mail boxes written or
printed on them. The postman delivers these
"letters" at the right boxes.

16. Place the word cards in a circle on the floor, a
word for each pupil. The pupils march round the circle
naming the words. Call this the " merry-go-round."

17. Write a list of words for drill on the black-board,
or better, place large cards bearing the words on the
black-board shelf.

(o) Duplicate cards may be ''stributed about the
room for the pupils to collect aiiu match with those
on the shelf, or,

(i) Two or more sets of cards are given to selected
pupils, who compete in matching the cards. The other
pupils act as referees.

18. In the early stages, much word drill is necewary.
Purely formal word drills may be avoided, by using the
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words in «,ntence8 which the pupils re.d natur.llv h.

I can bow" and tin ,'P°"'''''y*'^'"f?' '"*"••.

add«.a:;th";i:r'^-;:^n--^a.

poTntinftoir' Z'T"'' ""^ """'"8 »° the door.'and

C°a„^d ali°"t °* '*• "P""' "'f''" '" the door."-My varied appl.cat.ona can be made of this device.

DEVICES POB PHONIC DBIIX

two'poi^tuhtn"" ^"°.%P-''««t '^ the „se of

the othlr I!' i.
* P""'ts to a consonant, with

enoni LV """T"' ''"""""« "" then, onj; .

She w .d X""5*°
?""P '"'""• "^he pupils then

^^Lr S' tit wfT"' *'" P"P"' """y ^O'h use a

.^grlair^rner
*"* '^•"*« -ts on the letters

8. A circle may be drawn
the consonants of which the
written on the circumference
centre. The teacher points to
ference, and the pupil sounds
until the teacher points to the
when the word is completed.

on the black-board, with
pupils know the sounds
«nd a phonogram at the
the letter on the circum-
it and holds the sound
phonogram at the centre,

To vary the presentation,
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the t««cher may draw other figure*, rach u • (t«r, • fin,

a baac-hall diamond, a race-track, a circus ring, a ring for

a game of marblea, etc. The renonrcefnl teacher ii prompt
to adapt some idea aieociated with the immediate intereiti

of the pupils.

3. Aa the tonnda are being taught, a good device for

helping the pupils to remember them is +0 keep the letters

representing the new sounds on a chart or in a comer
of the black-board, with the word from which the lonnd
was developed written beside it, thus, e eat, r run, f fait,

etc. The letters e, r, f, etc., both in the words and separ-

ately, should be written ^ith coloured chalk, the remain-

der of each word being in the usual colour.

4. In word-building from phonograms, have a "house"

drawn on the chart or black-board on which is written a
phonogram, as ar. This is called the name of the family,

the members of the family—^bar, car, far, jar, etc., may
appear in the " garden " beside the house.

B. The teacher may write on the black-board a suit-

able list of consonants with a phonogram, thus

:

e \ at

f )

etc.

A pupil gives the phonic sound in a word, piononnces
It, and illustrates the meaning, thus: b-at, bat, I have
a base-ball bat, etc.

A useful but more difficult variation is to write merely

the phonogram on the board. The pupil must then think

of a consonant that vrill combine with the phonogram to

form a word.
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pupiu, who have cards bearing letters or „!.«„
which will comolete . wn„i V phwoRrams

When . nlZrf . '
™""' '"'"•''' "ucccivelvWhen a complete word is correctly exhibited a «.leJ^^pup. give, the sound, in ,he word, pronounce, a S.llustrate, the meaning with a ,t.UmJt

' ^

r. These card, can also be used in a variety of way.
(o) Distribute the card, throurii the claM P.0I,

2' *"'*\*\»- "^ the scuni of t ettter

The rr %,'"' °" •"' ''"'J •"' «"»-r, to itThe teacher calls on different sound,, and the pupil.who.e sound name, are called come forward one ,t ..me and show their card,. The other pupil, walHI order to correct errors.
^ '

«, ^*i '^'J!
**""*" °"y ^"^^ » ^«P>'«t« wt of card,or. after the pupil, have learned their »ound n me,she may collect those held by the pupil,, she Zexposes the cards, one at a time, and th' pupil, named

Good results have been secured from such exercise..

SEAT WORK DEVICES

worJ^! '"'''r'"'.?"""''^
te«=her is aware that the seatwork .s qmte a, important a, the cla,, work, and thatthe two ,hould be closely related, so that the seat workW.1 effectively employ the pupil's time in extending adperfecting what haa been taught i„ class. It i, j„V„
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important, too, that the desk work should be attractive.

The most profitable exercises give the pupil something to

think about or create.

To permit a normal muscular and nervous develop-

ment, it is imperative that the amount of writing done

by primary classes should be restricted as much as pos-

sible. Fine, close work should be avoided. The mini-

mum letters on the pupil's word or sentence-building

cards should be at least one fourth of an inch in height

and the capitals at least half an inch.

It is obvious that, to satisfy these conditions, a some-

what large and varied supply of objective material is

essential. Most or all of tliis can be improvised or ob-

tained locally by the teacher, but when the means are

available, much excellent material may be had from any
school-supply house. Each pupil should have several small

boxes, bags, or envelopes made of stout paper, to enable

the material used to be conveniently kept and distributed

with a minimum of time and in good order. The making
of these envelopes from strong manilla paper makes an
excellent exercise in Manual Training.

A searching but sympathetic supervision of the desk

work is essential to secure good results. The teacher

should give constant attention to neatness in writing and
the arrangement of material on the desks. Some dis-

tinctive reward may be given. Pupils may be directed

to examine a particularly good exercise, its special merit

being stated first by the teacher or developed by ques-

tioning and comparison.

Always bearing in mind that the general aim of desk

work is not merely to keep the pupil employed, but to

continue his instruction and training, the teacher should
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frequently question the pupils about ih.s

primary clu. in a gZe^^S T'T """""^ '" » >"««
i. referred to ««?,<-,».«„„/'''" '•^'*' *>« t""""
Company, Limited; tZ pJof^T T"' ^'"' ^PP' ^lark

Oraham-.PH«<.n/V^*
pfb^red^^^ie'M T"'""^'

"'"
of Canada, Limited.

' Macaullan Company

-aAa^Helte^t'trr " "'""'"•' "="* '°"> ^'J--'^

ne,. word majb Set t'^rTf'
"' '"''' '"""• ^

new ^ol'Ste: Irtr '""'™«''°" ^•'^ -0
phonies, he ^Tl^ ^^ irtT "^"^^^^^ '"

words of one familv i?
"™ ' ««"«s of

"at on the Lrd ^TI,
',"""/*' '''' *«''^''" ^'t«

ete P,vn I
' P"P''' *«" build Ja< ca« fatetc Pup,l8 may compete to see who will njl 1words. For such PTPr^io^ • 7 """ ^^e most

.ble that the puprruld'!^^^^ "rT"^' " '"' "--
cards With the%l,t?to';eTsf'

"""^ ^^^"'•'""

script on one side Judl^tt oTtt oTheTl ff^^^,"cards are not obtainable, in .eript on both s'idl; T .

iitrr:n7;?puT."r''"--^^^^^^

-^isrtti^tSLrti^-S;
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or he may arrange his cards to form original sentences.

In this case, it is best for the teacher to write on the black-

board the name of the object about which these sentences

are to be made.

3. When a sentence has been read in class, it may be

left on the black-board or a copy of it may be placed be-

fore the pupil. Other copies may be cut up by the teacher,

and, with the separate words or word groups, the pupil

re-forms the sentence.

4. Pictures of objects may be cut from old magazines

or papers and pasted on cardboard. Printed letters or

words may be cut out also, and the name of the picture

pasted on the other side of the card. The pupils may

do all this work themselves. But in any case they will

find great pleasure in looking at the pictures and names

and arranging them. If the pupil has such "picture word-

cards" as, fish, frog, hen, duck, dog, fox, and lion, he

may draw a pond, a big wood, and a farm-yard on his

slate (or he may let a part of his desk represent each of

these places), and may arrange his "animals" in their

proper "homes." He may be guided by the pictures at

first, but later by the names on the card. When he is in

doubt, he may " check " his work from the picture. This

game or some modification of it is very popular.

5. Words written on slips of paper or on the black-

board may be traced with shoe-pegs or short splints on

the desk. If diamond dyes are used to colour some of the

pegs, interest is increased. If kindergarten sticks are

available, these are better than the pegs. Such material,

when not in use, should be kept by the teacher.

6. When the teacher has taught such a word as,

make, let her write make, and follow it with a picture
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with splints arranged as1!*^; f u
''"^''^ """^ "'«°'

picture, do what is askid
"''*" '" ""' ^'''^''er'a

the'bSiiet:' ::dVrrT.r ^^°-^ ^
-all) n«, be allowed 'to ^ qutKJ; ''" ^'? ^^

">g at the names Thon ,

*''* "<"" '"oi-

copies of each name arf^ e„TE T'"'':?
'^^'""^

names on the objects ' ° ""'*'''' '^*'» the

-foj-hrnt^rmi;^^^^^^
pupils may be asked to'replat them ^ °''^"*'' ""-^ ^"o

the grass," "Keep out/' or "Ba^^ p
'"''"'' ^<^P »«

etc. The pupils will delight 7n 7 ^ .C^^^ng-Danger,"

-^ in writin^,„;,:;tg^^-;J-2 the Sign-hoards

" ^'"»'^'' fo' a class of twenty^ve W ih th ?k
^"°'''

may outline letters or words wriH
'*,*'"' the pupil,

of paper. Later, they mly f!^ ?. 71 '"^*' "" '^^^
copy. ^ """y ^°"n the letters without the

ciaily^fXt^:^t °:r rv *« '-^-' -^
adapted to a^al II:. uT rchSt"'

" ^
'^^^^"

Pving, has been a success th. 1 \ .
"' "' ^'"'"''^

K «he uses stout m nZi if" f°f P^^-"« '-t.

«he may make a suit.l ^ "''''' ^^ '^ '°«hes),

•-neathfor shemay ask!„ T"' ""' '"'^ *''« '--»
the lesson. The tllc^*

!°
"'f^

P"^" *° "^'^^ "^ P™tteacher may then make a suitable book-
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cover to keep the lessons in. Soon a large nnmW of
lessons will be accumulated, and if the teacher numbers
and indexes the lessons, she will have a great deal ol
valuable material at her command. These lessons may
be used for seat or class reading by the pupils.

U. The pupils may, by their art work, paper cutting,
or clay modelling, illustrate stories told or read to them.
Jack and JUl, Old Mother Hubbard, and Humply Dumpty.
are very suitable for this purpose. If the pupil writes

his own title for his drawing, aided in writing, but not
in choice of title, by the teacher, he will loam to read it.

12. Questions may be written by the teacher on the

black-board. These may be of such a kind that the change
of one or two words will give the answer. Words needed
for the answers, not already in the questions, may be writ-

ten in a column on the black-board. The pupil reads the

question silently and writes the answer on the black-board

or paper. For instance, the quefiions may he

:

Can you make a box? Did you ever see a fox? Is

your name Willie?, etc. The word.s written on the black-

board will be : I, never, saw, my, is. not. etc. The answers
written will be : / can make a box. I never taw a fox,

Uy name is not Willie. My name is Tom.

13. Com, sunflower seeds, or water-melon seeds are

often useful for seat exercises in illustrating. The pupils

make outlines of pictures with these materials.

14. Have a supply of supplementary reading matter

—

picture-books, primers, pages from teachers' journals, etc.,

on the desk. Let the pupils have these at the proper times

to read or look over as seat work.

15. When the pupils' phonic knowledge is sufficient,

draw pictures of objects, the names of which include only
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the card bearin<r fT ^ ^''*'' ''"^^ «»'' Place

17 C„r f,
'""'"' '""^^ "^^'^^ ^l'* Pi-^'""'-

e-ci.. i. „ot Uvfdfd bXe L? rr 'r^'*-^procure, with fh. i,»i < i, ' '"* teacher may

'-ppinVplper ;^^^^^^^^
"'^ P»P"«. -^ -PPly of thick

For example, under the picture of a kift»„ *>.- .may appear: "*° ""is story

/ am Fred's kitty.

Fred has a dog.

Be plays hall with Fred.
I do not like the dog.
Be is a big dog.

Be barks at me, etc.

The best of these picture storiw ».„ k
used for a long time slni T^ V^^^^oi and

character is ver^ vLblf w '''^ "'"''°« "^ 'his

to the pupil's IbiHtvi\?1 " " "*"" '"'"Pt*"

readers avLable^ ^ ''°°"'"'«'' """> °«>«t "^ the
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18. Write each pupil's name in large «cript on a card.
Give each his own to lay on his desk before him. Have
him make his name with his letter-cards. Later, let him
do this from memory. Occasionally, collect the cards and
have the pupils re-distribute them.

19. Select a word group represented in the pupil's
collection of cards, such as, I see, etc. Have the pupils
place their cards to form sentences beginning with the
words given.

20. A lesson on the modifying effect of the final " e
"

may be preceded or followed by the following exercise:
The teacher writes a Jist of suitable words on the

black-board, such as at. hop, etc. The pupil builds these
words with his letter-cards, and beside them the same
words with the "e" a*dded. When completed, his work
is arranged thus:

at ate

hop hope

win wine

not

can

etc

note

cane

21. Write a well-known nursery rhyme on a sheet of
paper. Cut this up into separate words or y/ord groups.
The pupils may re-compose the nursery rhyme, or they
may make up original statements, which they should have
the privilege of showing and reading afterwards.

22. A pupil recites a favourite nursery rhyme. He
then builds up the story or the lines he likes best, with
his letter-cards. Sometimes the nursery rhyme is written
on the black-board. A desk exercise of this kind is suit-
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23. Groups of worrls «> ..
picture, not too difficui I'l ''"**"'"' '"*««'«»? •
board, and the pSs tt T.^-,^/"***"

°° *''« ""ek-

f
awiug, WithS or^4on"*S

*''^'"
."^ -^-^'e

box. A blue ball. The i/L?T'-. *^'""P'^' -* ««'»

Crayousadd!^;^ :'"'**"' '''^•^''=-

may be happily vS bv n .fr""'""*'-
^his work

"output..UrieKXr^ P"P«» to .ake

-^'.f;x:i:L<?tierts*'^-^-r^
pupils may draw a train of oZ T' '""P'^' ^^^
as passengers; theyTa; /raw a

/"'' "°'''' '" P'^^
"birds" fwords) \iH

^'°™ '"^ a rw of

thought wm reteil h T °K-,f
'^"'^' ^*«- ^ '"tie

tions. For in tanL t.

'

'
^ °' """^ '""'^ «<'«?'«-

letters or wo d a" AiS ""
vi'

""^ "P'^'^"* th^ new
t-. Peoplet^ltt.diet'7£rd'''"'

"'''"
^" '

"•arch in twos or four^, ete
"*'" " "^ *•

the pupfJrjhltrd: "'""' '"'''^*^ "-^ "ave

o-ater, build the nr:rki:T;tr:dr"'''«-^.

the:;j:';ro":;;.r;:;;f^-/^ebu^^^^^^^^^^
they can make, employ nglV the Ter^

"" ^'j^ ""'^^

A similar exercise ma/be asTi«..i^\ !.'°
*'"' ^'"•^•

of letters, say m « rJ „ Tf,' ^ ''"*'"« « """"her
.
My m, a. r. t. o. on the black-board. The pupils
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II I;

write all the words they can construct, using only these

letters. If the letters are selected with due regard to the

progress of the pupils, the best results will follow. An
exercise of this kind, if not employed too often, is popular.

28. Have the pupils write or compose with letter-cards

all the words rhyming with a given word, lark, for

example.

29. Have the pupils write all the words on a given

page, paragraph, etc., in which a given phonogram appears,

for example, am.

CHAPTER IX

DHAMATIZATION: PUHPOSE, METHODS

The value of the play instinct in the development of

the pupil is being more and more recognized in the school-

room, and wherever an appeal can be made to this instinct,

teacher and pupil alike find their tasks made lighter,

more pleasant, and more profitable. The child's world is

largely a world of make-believe; the people and things

he impersonates in the course of a day's play would fill

a volume. In dramatization this love of make-believe ran

be made educational as well as recreative. Especially is

this so in the teaching of reading. If the characters in

the reading lesson can be made as real to the pupil's imag-

ination as the characters in his pli-, dull, lifeless reading

will be impossible. How, then, shall we make these char-

acters real to him? By letting him impersonate them in

the dramatization of the story. Many of the lessons in the

Primer are excellent for dramatization.
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<-«.mo,no» or ««,», „. „^,^„^^

^n.ma.- For exainple, page, 17,36.58,65. '

pantomime and speech * "^""^"^ '"='»''«' >»">

SCENEBT AND CHARACTERS

and^LJ^ttaTorrr/r*'^' '*-«• Characters,

The i».provised sTenTmaT b^^^ '""^ °"^* -'•
ordinary school fumitare-ttL p

"^ """* *•""" '^e

all deficiencies. T^hTthlIT ^
T*'"**^'"' ""??««»

being, a real fair/paf e^
.*j! If''" "l'^

"' ^°' the time

«to a king's throL Th; T "^ *"'' " transformed

calls for jndM and ?n^ °r"''
"' ''"' '^•"'»''« «''-«'7

-d is no' mrntt r"- °
F^r' '"L"'

*"* ""^""^

^^^ Of play. „ad Bro;X's^l:C.nr^" °'

be brought in Lfow fl! .
^* "'°'' '"'''^"1 «bonld

the character" nZftlT *° *°''" '''"' "'"'» take

life their selections arZ-. fv '"^ '"'"' ''^« ""-^ true to

a big noisy ^^^Z'Z'LTTV'''': "" ''' '"'"'-'

also what shall represent tT: h'-
*.*''' P"P"« =''°'"»
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th«t th« pnpiU may b« thrown on their own moarcM, may
expect no help, and may be perfectly free to ipeak and act
in accordance with the characters they aunme.

TIME TOB DBAMATIZATION

Dramatization may b« employed either before or after
the reading of the leuon. For the purpoie of obtaining
expresaive reading, it had better come flret. When the
pupil comes to the actual reading of the lesson, then the
scenes in it will be vividly before him, the feeling and
thought will be familiar, and, above all, interesting; and
he will be able to read a,8 if giving an actual experience.
When dramatization precedes the reading, it would be well,
except in the case of Nursery Hhymes, to tell the story in
words other than those of the book, that the pupils may be
encouraged to express it in their own language occasion-
ally. This will prevent reading by rote, when the time for
reading the lesson arrives. The teacher should tell the
story to the class as dramatically as possible, question them
on it, have certain pupils reproduce parts of the story,
then all of it, and lastly, have it dramatized.

Where dramatization follows the reading lesson, the
same steps should be taken, with the exception of the first.

Instead of telling the story to the pupils, the teacher has
the pupils read the story for themselves, silently and then
orally.

IJ!8S0N8 IN DBAMATIZATION

The teacher will note the difference between dramatie
reading, in which the dialogue is carried on in the words
of the book, and a free dramatic representation in which
the pupils, having clearly conceived the scenery, the
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» • prep.r.tion for the fl„t
*"'«*• '""' '^"'^

too long or involvfd. ClTtl "*°"^' ""^ ""'

Manual for ,ight readW .«
'he r^««on« given in the

by beginner. For ex.lL /"J**"''
'"' ''"•"•t'^tion

e'e.S.'gSj-Jt:::2^„*<j!'^;'^'^ "'"""^ -^
pupils then reprodnc« th, 7 ^^r*

"'"""o"- The
teacher', qnestfo^r Th^dS ""

'' ''""**'^ '"^ *"«•

«i« evident that the p7pLrr7i' '•"'^^ °» »»*"
otory fully. No effort ;.

^"/*"*«"<' ""d <•«" recall the

^mge It the teaeh sTt'
"' T""' *" ™-" *"«

•PP'opHate.iti.de.irahle^-rrCK^

biinr»:frjr;r:::n r^ r-'^ *- *-«

Popils likely to give a Lriw " '''"™''''' *'"'* tl"*

chosen first.
^ "**'' representation should be

oft;li::Lt,'?„?r,tr"f P"^^^^^^ ?""« ^^^^ location

against a wall.
" *"**'' <« the ground, leaning

Action and Dialomu- 1*. vi- ,
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on hii back and ctrriei him down the " itreet," guided by

the lame man, who telU him to tarn, now to the right,

now to the left, etc.

The Dog tn th» Mangtr call* for more coniidera-

tion u to tcenery. This i> unfamiliar to many city chil-

dren. The picture i» carefully atudied. A table or deik

top i« chosen as a manger. A very little hay will do, anil

even for this there may be a substitute—a torn newspaper,

etc.

The Action: The ox ii seen at the manger, eating his

breakfast. He is then driven out by the farmer. After a

time the dog enters and ,lieg down in the manger in the

attitude suggested in the picture. He gioes to sleep. After

another interval the ox enters, walking slowly and heavily,

ai if tired. He walks up to the manger. The dog starta

up and snarls, and the conversation begins. There is no

objection to bringing in characters not mentioned in the

lesson, so long as their participation is appropriate. They

may enlist more pupils and give greater reality to the

itory.

Tk» LiUU Red Hen, though it appears early in the

Primer and is well adapted to dramatization, is much

more difficult.

The reproduction should be made at first part by pari

When the story as a whole is reproduced, the sequence of

the scenes must be memorized.

Scene I:

Little Bed Hen (stooping, picks up something) .
" Here

is some wheat. If I plant it, it will grow into more

wheat. Come, cat. Come, dog. Come, pig. See what I

have."



DBAKATBATION

Hen; "Will you help me, dog?"
Do«: "No,Iwon't"
Hen: "Will you, pfg?-
P>«: "Indeed. I won't."
Hen: "Then ITl plant it niy«,i/.. ,^. ,planU the wheat.)

^ <^''* **°°I' ""I

Scene II:

Cat: " I will not."
Hen: "Will you, dog?"
Do«: "Xo, I don't like to work."
Hen: "Will yon, pig ?»
Pi«: "No, indeed."

c«tfhrwh:.?::th?/eLV::r-'' r '"^*»"^' *»

" up into a bundle.?
'*'' * "='*'"'' ""^ *» «•«>«

5c«n« ///.•

helpme? WiC elt'"'"
"'"' '"*» «»-• ^'ho will

to wo^k'flr?'"''
' '"'*•

^
"""'' - -''«' you want .e

Hen: " WiU yon, dog ?"

Her.«wn/'""''"'"**''^-«'''-t.''nen. Will yon, pig?"
Kg: "No.

1 don't like hard work."

i«r
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Hen: "Very well, then I'll grind it myself." (She

pretends to feed the grain into a hand-mill and turn the

crank.)

Scene IV:

Hen (With a bag supposed to contain flour) : "Who
will help me make this flour into bread? Will you, cat?''

Cat: "No."

Hen: "Will you, dog?"

Dog: "Not I."

Hen: "Will you, pig?"

Pig: " No, I want to sleep."

Hen :
" Well, if yon Ikzy people won't help, I must do

it myself." (She goes through the motions of mixing and

rolling the bread.)

Scene V:

Similarly with the baking of the bread.

Scene VI:

Hen: "I think my bread is baked." (She takes it out

of the oven.) " How nice it looks. Who would like to eat

this bread?"

Cat (springing forward) :
" I will."

Dog ( " " ): "I will."

Pig ( " « ): "I will."

Hen :
" 0, no, you lazy people can't have any.

You would not plant the seed.

You would not cut the wheat.

Yon would not grind the wheat.

Yon would not make the bread.
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Yon would not bake the bread.
You shall not eat the bread.

^ througrthe'tti«t"^''' *"" •''^"'•" (She
throwing it%o her eS !« 1""^ ""•,*'"' *"«^ '"•^

chicks.)
^^* "^her pupils may be the

CHAPTER X

SPELLIN"0

PimPOSE AND METHOD

a knowledge of the svmh i ,
" ""?''«« that

»y".bles. .'ustpriel^eSg
'^"''^' ^''•*'"'™' «<^

v.I«t WX^'S "'""r ^*" -- -t <" equal

-i^--oLin^r:s;j;rs-=:^

phonics, practice in writing ., V °"'' ""'^ ""t*""

J»owledge of the letteT-";^; ""tm'
"'"/'"'""^' »

first ,n order bf time andT'L '" ""'' P'"""''"' «
written phonics. Writ'w Zt ?"?'= " ' '"''"''^ ^7
" i- a difficult art for yln^n; ehTw '

"" '^'^"' '"'^' ""*
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'ill

11

voice, the hand. Every time that the pupil gets a con-

scious image of a word by any of these avenues, he is

learning to spell.

A distinction must be made here between learning to

spell and heing tested in spelling. A child is learning to

spell when he gets from a model any of the images men-

tioned above; he is being tested when he reproduces the

words, orally or in writing, from memory.

GENERAL, OONCLTTSIONS

1. The chief object at first in teaching words in

Primary Reading is to increase the pupil's power of word-

recognition.

2. Knowledge of meaning should precede spelling, as

it precedes word-recognition, for it is only words that we

can use that we ever need to spell.

3. Learning to spell is really a training in getting the

form of a word.

4. The pupils should have all four images of a word.

5. Spelling is needed most in writing; oral spelling

is seldom used in after life.

6. Teaching spelling and testing spelling are quite

different things.

7. The pupil's ultimate efficiency in spelling is not

advanced by beginning formal spelling with the primary

class. The time may be more profitably employed in

cultivating the pupil's ability to read fluently and with

interest. The amount of additional writing involved in

a formal course of spelling at this stage is also objection-

able.

8. Spelling in the jTimary class should be incidental

to oral and written exercises in phonic word-building and



SPELLING
. in

|«rta«ly not all the words in Zp^ "^^ *° »?"";

- spelling, either oral or ITtte^ ^k"^'' •

^"""^ ^*'
promotions, are quite out nf i'

' '"*"' *° ""•''"g
pupil's facility in Irdtclt; "'."^'f

'*««- Th'
interpreting thought fromXS ""^ '"' ''"P'^'J' >»
-t practical te.^ ofIrrproSron.

"""^^ ^' '''

METHOD

1. General preparation. From th. « .
exercises in writing words a, w^i . "*' P"P''« '""'«'

««>del, and in phonl^^ '''"" *"* *^'*<»'''

^oughonVblLtCdTdiwh^"'^ *"" '««»
i«ve written it often enonl T .**"" ""^ ^°'k. and
»«"d, the. Will be^abTeT^rit';

°"°'^' "" ** "-"^
«" do this without knowin^rTn^v, T °""°°'y- They

" "ames or sounds, haT^ etnldVo'T^''"*"'
^•«"-

to recognise, the word as a whole
' "^ '"'" *"

««a«d, and they are ab e to !^ t
^""^^ '^ ^e«% in-

voice, that is, the slow ^! ^ ' '""«« through the

h themselves of phonetrr;"*""' '^ «'"' *«-her or
"present the sounds

"^' "^'^^' *« 'e"ers that

i^a'^f?xnx.tir rr ^"'^ '^-^-- «'
'""ten, because of the grlatS'' '

"'f
""'^ *"«" ^"^

:">«n». It is recomm,S 2T. '' """^ '''"^'''' "^ the

"« taken up in phoni^^X * ''"*' '^"'"* ''">'^^
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5. Get the pupils to recognize and Teprodnce as large

units as possible; for example, they should learn to spell

the word dress, not as d-r-e-s-s, but as dr-ess, where they

have only two units to remember instead of five.

6. TTse simple transcription as soon as the pupil's

ability to write will permit, but the teacher should recog-

nize that consideration for the pupil's health, as well as

the normal development of the muscular control necessary

for the acquisition of a good writing movement make it

expedient that transcription exercises at the desk should

be short and not too frequent. It is well frequently to

have such exercises written on the black-board, the pupils

being trained to write in large characters with a free-arm

movement. '

CHAPTEB XI

GEMS AND BHYMES FOR MEMORIZATION

The selection of suitable memory gems for a primary

class is difficult. The pupil's tastes and capacities should

be considered, and this greatly restrict? the choice. The
memory gem should be chosen, primarily, for its suit-

ability for awakening the pupil's literary taste. Ethical

teaching in this connection should be incidental. If the

selection has a moral quality, this may be drawn out by

a question or two, or be exemplified by a story, or by

reference to a concrete instance ; but the main aim should

not be lost. A moral discussion with the memory gem
as a text is likely to be unwholesome. Nor, at this stage,

is even the thought of supreme importance. If the selec-

tion is musical, picturesque, or artistic in form, it may
serve a useful purpose, even though the meaning is com-

prehended only in a measure.
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the method of using it
"^ '' "' '""Po^ant a,

.i3oTLtb;ects:;'S °°
"- '--• ^-* p««.

" good in itself and has a faseint^ 'V' "^'"^ ='»''-«'

» of little moment whethert't"" '°u
*'^ •''""'^™°' "

^hat they learn. Indeed
°

!? r":""^
comprehend

bility is perhaps parj of tLf
°* "' 'ncomprehensi-

"H't, of course, have a merniit, t'^™""
^'^ P'''''^'

«rily their full meaning^' ^ *'"""' '"'* "»* n-^"'-

apP^::£^t^:;tSJ-::--ndfosteran

exhibits in a gralaltyin ^1:1^1*"' """ ""'''''

good poetry. Above all tb! f f^''
^''^ ''•'*'"''«^ of

»entmustbeenio7edblthen"'r r ""' ^'^'^ '^«t-

and recitation are not nle^T '' ."*•"> "'^'"''"^tion

little value.
^"""""^ ^'^*'"««' they have very

g-%: d«n?„TortiT !:
"^ ""^'^ -» -y

the capacitfof th^e Xss A h I- f "' '"^ ^='"~' ""d

'-- Moth'er Gooj':LM\ttlhrif"1^^""°'
school. Some of these will b* I Z '"^ °* *^"y
as reading lessons Ts I^n asTv T *'' """'^'"'"'J

should be encouraged t read nd'"'
'"" '" '"' ^'''y

themselves. In addition /!u
"'"°°"="' °">ers for

do not call fo much teach L T'^''
^''^'»'''' '"ich

least one memoT'el ZtH M?'"^ '^"°"'' »*

ungraded school/ TWs wTb
"'^. "^^ '*"'f'^* '" *he

1
his, with reviews, is possibly all that
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can be profitably aeeomplisha). In the graded ichool more
can nsually be done. Many good claMes memorize a new
gem weekly. Freqnent reviews are desirable, because it

is through these that permanent memorization is accom-
plished, and also because frequent spirited repetition

familiarizes the pupils with at least the audible qualities

of the verse. In graded classes these reviews should be

held daily. One good plan is to call upon pupils to recite

their favourite gems. A lively discussion for even a
minute may strengthen the apprehension of the meaning,
and revivify the images. When it is evident that the

pupils do not care for a selection which has been thus
tried, the judicious teacher wiU drop it.

METHOD OP- TEACHING

To see that the pupils get the meaning, see and enjoy

the picture, and catch the spirit, is the essential feature

in the general method of teaching. By repetition, made
as interesting and varied as possible, they are to get the

exact language of the selection. The gems taught early

in the first year should, of course, be given orally; when
the pupils are able to read, the gems may be written on
the black-board before the actual memorizing begins.

One condition of interest is opportuneness. Selections

appropriate to Christmas, Thanksgiving, Empire Day, the
Seasons, Months, etc., should be presented at the proper
time. A high wind ^rieh interests the pupils suggests

such lines as Stevenson's "I saw you toss the kites on
high," etc. The first heavy snowfall supplies the occasion
for a suitable selection oa snow, etc
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THE WIND

ITS

Who has seen the wind?
Neither you nor I

^"'!''*°*''«'''«-e' hang trembling,fhe wind 13 passing by.

Who has seen the wind?
Neither I nor you •

^'?h?;Mr'"^'°''^°'"*^«'"-d«.liie wind IS passing through.

toi TurTStt1„S ^"*'°^-^
'y « ^--sion.

and possess Ll the nlr^ ^^^ '^' S^"""' ««"">'"«

inter^. it tt I .?
""''^*''' ""'' '" "»»»« their

not primarily one L Surts !,' '"T'• '^"^ '"^'O" »
to the selection ..ZfT^.'^^^^^^f/^^ ^^ "-t

C^Ou™.dLr^'^-'-''--'"^i-^^ound.

doJouUfZf'Tt*° *•>« ^-"Ption of what the wind

kites. It blows the ^re?"'T'\""
P"'"'"^ '"^^ ^t flies- hats ofr\:tS':,^:^ti^:;-^t^o..

the water, etc., etc. P the ice on

Havftrji^oTouTif tr"^d''""^ *» ^"^ "--
ont-of-doors, if the ^nd i 1 " ""' *^"' ''^ "^i^*'

one of the Easiest wa^s to tenTbv-, 7'' "'" '" *«*
H trees are near th. «!f.l ^

"""""^ "' *« trees.

^o. the sound-rtfeVtdt trtri.
'^"^°''' "^ "^*«"
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The teacher ghould now repeat the whole poem several
times eiprewively, with proper tone and time, taking great
care to enunciate clearly, Each reciUtion ghould be as
careful and exprewive as those preceding it. The pupils
should not be called on to recite until they are likely
to do so without error. It ip better to prevent errors than
to labour to eradicate them afterwards.

The pupils then recite, following e teacher through
the whole selection, first line by In :. then two or three
lines at a time; next by stanzas, »i-h no going back until
the whole is completed.

These repetitions continue as long as it ig found neces-
sary. The pupils should be required to recite expressively
at every repetition. Little 'use should be made of simul-
taneous repetition by the class, as it is difficult to prevent
this from becoming a formal sing-song.

Have the pupils raise their arms high above the head
and imitate the leaves trembling in the wind (fluttering
of fingers). Then have them imitate the motion of the
trees bowing down their heads (arms waving gently).
This will give a little rest, and help them to realize the
meaning more fully.

As soon as the quicker pupils can do so, th^ may be
asked to recite the whole selection. This gives variety,
and by soliciting their aid interest is sustained. In deal-
ing with the pupils' recitations they should be made to
understand that while verbal accuracv is required, the
clear, forceful, pleasing eipre«ion of the thoBght is most
hi^ly regarded.
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I'roit-
SELECTIONS

there ig a little artist

Pi''"'"'""'
'"the cold night hour,

Pictures for little children
'

Of wonderful trees and flbwerg.

The moon i. the lamp he paint, bvH« canvas the window-pa^. ''

H.8brushisafro«n,„c,
flakeJ«k Frost is the artist's name

in

iVind—

Snow—

i'*':f''»*<«'' the kites on highABd blow the birds abont the ,ky-And all around I heard you pif'I^ke ladies' skirts acrossLS.
I ^aw the different things you didBut always you yourselfyuLd'
I felt you push. I heard you callI -onld not see yourself at all.

"• ^- Sietenson

l''t;VrdS';£.*''%r-«»'^- --^^

" n„ ' """"^d a«*n m the r fleecy bed •

One f''lr"'"'-'''^»-%S;
'

One obere would not be felt.

And then What a big. white drift we'll.ee"
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Kind worda are little lunbetmi
That iparkle M they fall;

And loving imilei are innbeami,
A light of joy to all.

There gurely it a gold mine aomewhere
Down beneath the graea.

For dandeliona are popping up
In every place you paaa;

But if yon want to gather some,

You'd better pot delay,

For the gold will turn to ailver aoon
And all will blow away.

—E. L. Btn$diet

The Handi—
Beautiful hasda are they that do
Work that is noble, good, and true.

Moment by moment the whole day through.

The Poet

Beautiful faces are those that wear
The light of a pleasant spirit there,

It matters little if dark or fair.

—Athn

Hearts, like doors, will ope with ease
To very, very little keys

;

And don't forget that two are these:
" I thank you, sir," and " If you please."
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Kind thought, .« th« root,,
Kind word, .re the bloMom,.
Kind dwd. are the fruit,.

1»

And flurry and worry.
Bnt you've Jo,t them forever.
*^orever and »ye.

—"Black Beauty'

And do It every day

That 1, the wiwet way.

—Phoebe Cory

Snppose, my little lady
Your doll should break her headCoud you make it whole by c.;„tTill your eye, and nee are red?A«d wouldn't it be plea^inter
To treat it as a joke-

And not your head that broke?

—Phoebe Cary
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A little work and a little play,

And hours of quiet sleep,

A cheerful heart and a sunny face,

And lessons learned, and things in place,-

Ah ! that's the way the children grow,

Don't you know?

I have only one mouth, but my ears are two,

—

So I'll only tell half that I hear, wouldn't you?
I'll tell all the good and the sweet and the true,

But the rest I will try to forget; wouldn't you?

Back of the bread i^ the snowy flour,

Back of the flour is the mill.

Back of the mill are the wheat and the shower.

The sun and the Father's will.

Bainbow at night

Is the sailor's delight;

Bainbow in the morning,

Sailors, take warning.

If you wish to be happy

All the day.

Make some one else happy.

That's the way.

There's a time to save and a time to spend,

A time when we should money lend;

But never a time in any day

For foolishly throwing our money away.
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The inner side of every cloud
Is always bright and shining.

Then let us turn our clouds about
And always wear them inside out
To show the silver lining.

It was only a glad " Good Morning!"
As she passed along the way,

But It spread the morning's glory
Over the livelong day.

The thing that goes the farthest
Toward making life worth while,-

That costs the least and does the most.
Js just a pleasant smile.

Three little rules we all should keep
To make life happy and brigl.t .

•

Smalem the morning, and smile at noon.And keep on smiling at night.

Little deeds, like little seeds,
Grow and grow and grow-

Some are flowers and some 'are weeds.
Giving joy or woe.

Let us sow but happy deeds
Everywhere we go.

No matter what yon try to do
At home or at your school.

Always do your very best;
There is no better rule.

181
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If a task is once begun,

Xever leave it till it's done.

Be the labour great or small,

Do it well, or not at all.

Every finger knows the way.

How to work and how to play;

But together they work best,

Each one helping all the rest.

Good-morning to the friendly clouds

That bring refreshing rain.

Which patters out "Good-mcrning, dears,"

Against the window pane.

When to the flowers so beautiful

The Father gave a name.

Back came a little blue-eyed one,

—

So timidly it came

—

And kneeling at the Father's feet

And looking in His face.

Said, " Father, the name thou gavest me
Alas! I have forgot."

Smiling, the Father whispered low

And said, "Forget-me-not."

If we were fairies, you and I,

We'd climb a moonbeam to the sky.

Away across the blue we'd float,

A fleecy cloud our white-sailed boat;

We'd pick some pretty stars and then

We'd turn and sail straight home again.
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I often eit and wish that I
Could be a kite up in the sky,

^l,"J:"P»»*he breeze, and g^Whatever way it chanced to blow.

~F. D.

NUBSERY RHYMES

Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard,

together poor dog a bone;
But when she came there,
ihe cupboard was bare,

And so the poor dog had none.

Baa, baa. Black Sheep!
Have yon any wool?

"s, sir, yes, sir.

Three bags full.

One for my master.
One for my dame,

And one for the little boy
That lives in the lane.

18S

''Sherman

MONTHS AKD SEASONS

SEPTEMBER

The goldenrod is yellow
The com is turning bro^;
The trees in apple orchards
With fruit are bending down
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By all these lovely tokens

September days are here,

With summer's best of weather •

And autumn's best of cheer.

—Helen Eunt Jackson

Tell me, Sunny Goldenrod,

Growing eyerywhere,

Did fairies come from fairyland

And make the dress you wear?

I love you, laughing Goldenrod,

And I *ill try like you

To fill each day with deeds of cheer.

Be loving, kind, and true.

The Goldenrod is -n the fields.

The maple trees bum bright.

The sun is down by six 'clock,

And then it soon is night.

OCTOBEK

October gave a party

;

The leaves by hundreds came,

The Chestnuts, Oaks, and Maples,

And leaves of every name.

The Chestnuts came in yellow.

The Oaks in crimson dressed.

The lovely Misses Maple

In scarlet looked their best.

—Qeorgi Cooper
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I look out of my window

And there the maple treen,

Each one a mass of brightest red,

Move in the autumn breeze.

US

October's on the hillside.

The nuts are turning brown.

October's in the orchard,

The apple's cheeks are red.

October's gently calling

To the leaves to flutter down,

And kissing them most tenderly

And putting them to bed.

October days are cheery,

October days are fair.

The leaves come down in showers,

They're flying everywhere.

NOVEMBEB

Merry little snowflakes,

Dancing through the street,

Flying in our faces.

Falling at our feet.

joyous little snowflakes.

Winter's wild white bees,

Covering all the flowers,

Dusting all the trees.
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DEOEHBEB

At Chriitmas play and make good cheer,

For Christmas comes but once a year.

Sing a song of Christmas,

Stockings full of toys.

Such a lot of presents

For all good girls and boys.

Hark I the happy bells are ringing,

Loving thoughts tfer earth are winging.

Kind deeds like the flowers springing,

Christmas comes again.

Can you tell why
It needs alway

A little child

To make Christmas gay ?

I think because

Once, in the hay.

The Christmas ChiH—
Just a Baby—lay.

JANUARY

0, I am the little New Year, ho, ho I

Here I come tripping it over the snow,

Shaking my bells with a merry din.

So open your doors and let me in.
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Downy little inowflakes
Flying tU around,

Making a white blanket
For the frozen ground.

I look out of my window
Upon a winter's night,

And there the tree, and ground are dress'd
in soft and spotless white.

W

Sparkling trees and shining sky
Sleigh bells jingling, jangling by',

Skates that gleam and sleds that fly

Make up January.

Who comes dancing over the snow.
His soft little feet all bare and rosy'
Open the door tho' the wild winds blow,
Take the child in and make him co.y.
Take him in and hold him dear,
For he is the wonderful, glad New Year.

Snow, snow everywhere.
On the ground and in the air.
In the fields and on the hills,
On the roof and window-sillg.

Beautiful feathery flakes of snow,
Uver the woods and fields they go
Making a blanket so warm and de'ep
Over the flowers that lie asleep.
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FEBnUARY

I am little February, the second of the year,

I bring a merry greeting to little rliildrcn dear,

I'm shorter than my brothers, the shortest month am I,

Hut if you'll only love me, to do my best I'll try.

February mornings

Frosty panes can show;

Still we're making snowballs.

Still the sleigh-bells go.

MARCH

Wlien March comes in tike a lion.

It goes out like a lamb.

In Spring, when stirs the wind, I know
That soon the crocus buds will show;

For 'tis the wind who bids them wake.

And into pretty blossoms break.

Whichever way the wind doth blow,

Some heart is glad to have it so.

So blow it East or blow it West,

The wind that blows, that wind is best.

APBIL

To-day the world is very wet,

Tho' yesterday was dry.

I think last night the bear upset

The dipper in the sky.
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March wind« April showeri,
Bring fortl. A^y flowers.

189

What doe. It mean when the blue-bird come.And bu, d. it, nest singing sweet and c earWhen volets peep among blades of gra !These are the signs that Spring iaheT

The world is so full of a number of thinwlam sure we should .11 be*, happy asking's.

—R. L. Stevenson

God sends His warm spring sunshine
lo melt the ice and snow

To start the green leaf buds,
And make the flowers grow

The rain is raining all around,
It falls on field and tree,

'* "-ains on the umbrellas here
And on the ships at sea.

—R.

VAT

Then sing, happy children.
The bird and bee are here

The Maytime is the gay time
The blossom time of the year.

^. Stevenson
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Dainty little dandelion.

Smiling on the lawn,

ssleeping in the dewy eve,

Waking with the dawn.

The little birda fly over.

And oh I how sweet they aing I

To tell the happy children

That once again 'tis Spring.

Here blooms the sweet red clover.

There pepa the violet blue.

Oh, happy little children,

Qod made them all for you.
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10. Reading—Literature. Primer. Free and Tread-
well. How, Peterson & Co., Chicago.

11. The Heart of Oak Books—Book I. A collection of

rhymes, jingles, and iables to be used as a Primer. Charles

Eliot Norton. D. C. Heath & Co., New York.

The eleven Primers named in the foregoing list are

all comparatively easy and suitable for use at an early

stage.

The readers named in the following list are suitable

for supplementary reading toward the end of the primary

course. It is desirable that at least one copy of each should

be procured for the school library.

1. Beading—Literature. First Beader. Free and
Treadw«ll. Bow, Peterson & Co., Chicago.

2. The Wide Awake Primer. J. A. Murray. Little,

Brown & Co., Boston.

3. The Wide Awake First Beader. J. A. Murray.

Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

4. The Rhyme and Story First Beader. By K. A. &
M. F. Blaisdell. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

5. The Natural Method Readers—First Beader.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

6. The Progressive Hoad to Beading—Book I. Silver,

Burdett & Co., Boston.

7. The Beacon First Reader. James H. Fassett.

Ginn & Co., Boston.

8. The Child Life First Reader. The Macmillan Com-
pany of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.

9. Story Hour Readers. Book One. Coe and Christie.

American Book Company, New York.

10. The Parmly First Header. Maude Parmly. Ameri-

can Book Company, New York.
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ir. Child's First Bpok. Florence Bass. D. C. Heath

& Co., New York.

The books in this list are all desirable for the library

of a primary room. The prices of these primers range

from 30 cents to 40 cents each. Only a few of them are

listed at more than 40 cents.

11. BOOKS CONTAINING STORIES TO BE BEAD OB

TOLD TO THE PUPILS

1. Stories to Tell to Children. Sara C. Bryant.

Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. $1.10

Fift7-one stories, with some saggestions for telling

2. How to Tell Stories to Children. Sara C. Bryant.

Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. $1.10

A book of suggestions to teachers, with some good stories

3. Kindergarten Stories and Morning Talks. Sara E.

Wiltse. Ginn & Co., Boston. 75 cents

It contains many favourite stories in interesting form,

suitable for telling to young children. Work is cor-

related for one year.

4. Just So Stories. Kipling

6. Wonder Book. Hawthorne

6. Tanglewood Tales. Hawthorne

7. Fifty Famous Stories Betold. James Baldwin.

American Book Co., New York. 44 cents

8. Fairy Stories and Fables. James Baldwin. Ameri-

can Book Co., New York. 44 cents

9. Legends Every Child Should Know. H. W. Mabie.

Doubleday, Page & Co., New York

The "Every Child Should Know" series contains many

excellent books suitable for School Libraries.
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The teacher should try to have as many of the tore-gomg book, a« possible placed in the school library

ni. HELPS AND PLAN BOOM TOB TEACHEB8

n.,llan Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto. 70 cent,

V Farmer *A^!
Month Books. Sara H. Willi, * Florence

I'lT^u t"'""""'
^'°'*'' Spring- A. S. Barnes & CoNew York. Per set, $4.00

'

These books contain hints on work in each subject for

teacher should not attempt to follow them too closely butshould go to them for suggestions.
^'

Number (1) and at least one of numbers (8) and (3)should be in the library of every teacher.
^'

IV. OTHER USEFUL BOOKa-SUITABIJ: TOB INSTITUTE
LIBBABIES

i>.iJ:Sct,r?oS'S"'-"'^^^"-

Bnlf^'Sin''S "•'•"• ^•''^- ««-'

3 Work that is Play. Mary Gardner. A. Flanagan
ft Co., Chicago. 40 cents

This book furnishes snggntioni for dnuiiattaitioa.
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4. A Method of Teaching Primary Reading. Lida B.
McMurry. The Macmillan Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.
90 cents

5. Learning to Bead. Spaulding & Bryce. Newson &
Co., New York. 68 cents

6. Beading in the Primary Grades. P. Jenkins.
Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. 75 cents

7. Beading in Public Schools. Briggs & Coppman.
Bow, Peterson & Co., Chicago. $1.25

8. Teaching the Children to Read. P. Klapper. D.
Appleton & Co., New York. $1.40

9. How to Teach the Fundamental Subjects. Kendall
& Mirick. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston. $1.50

10. Graded Games and Bhythmic Exercises. Marion
B. Newton & Ada V. Harrs. A. S. Barnes & Co., New
York. $1.40

This is a collection of games and plays graded and adapted
for school-room use. Some are better for the home or
plajrground. Oames are related to Nature Study, Muiie,

• Arithmetic, Beading, and language.

V. PERIODICALS

1. Canadian Teacher. Toronto. $1.50 per year

The Canadian Teacher deals with all grades of work, but
there is much for the Primary Teacher.

2. Teachers' Magazine. Monthly. A. S. Bameg & Co.,

New York. $1.25 per year

This Is devoted entirely to the work of the lower forns,
especially Form I.
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3. Primary Education. Monthly. Educational Pob-l«hmg Co., 60 Bromfleld Street, Boston. $1.25 per je,r

^^4.
The mool Bloor and Spadina, Toronto. $1.86 per
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^"^^ °" ^'"'* ^ot^ Publishing Co.,i Bouvene Street. London, E. C, England. 2d per copy

tJaV'1"^^'"'- '^'«""Mee. Educational Book Co.,London, England. $3.3u per year
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VI. PICTDBES

™ct!!r It ^'""^ ^''•' '*»'"'*°' M'''^-. p-^bw*
pictures at from one cent upward. Many of these are
copies of Great Works of Art; many are pictures of birds
animals, men. and buildings. (Send for a catalogue




